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Deputy Whitney Gets
Promotion In Rank

Woman Slays Elderly
Man With An Axe As
Homicides Increase

McKinley St., Apt. 4, pleadit.n elderly pensioner was 622
guilty to murder and
pped to death with an axe ed not
a pistol in the death of
last week and a 56-year-old man carrying Tanner, and his bond
W.
shot to death last Saturday Robert
set at $2,000.
to bring the 1965 homicide total was
According to information given
for Memphis up to 34, ten more ,
police, Mr. Tanner went to 628
than had been slain for the
McKinley St. looking for a womsame period last year.
friend, and when he discovan
killthe
in
The latest victims
she was not home, he sat
ered
er,
Merrivveath
ings were Sam
to wait.
down
Robert
and
68, of 765 Marshall
PULLED KNIFE
William Tanner, 56, of 1065
While he was there, Mr. Irby
East Moreland, Apt. 2, rear.
passed by on his way to visit
struck
was
er
Merriweath
Mr.
a woman upstairs, and as he
on the left side of the neck by
passed, Mr. Tanner asked him
B.
Mrs.
by
wielded
axe
a small
about some remarks he had
N.
2
/
1961
of
33,
Watson,
Willie
made about taking away his
Manassas.
friend.
According to Insp. E. C. girl
When he denied having made
Swann of the Homicide Division
the remarks, Mr. Tanner reof the Memphis Police Departportedly pulled a knife from his
ment, Mrs. Watson had been
pocket and started toward Mr.
preparing meals for Mr. WatIrby.
son for some time, and each
Mr. Irby pulled a .22 caliber
.seonth he would pay her from revolver from his pocket and
pension.
shot twice, one bullet striking
CUT MAN'S THROAT
right chest
When he received his pay- the victim in the
hitting and
ment last week, he and Mrs. and the other one
arm.
Watson became involved in an breaking his left
Gaston hospiargument. When it became Carried to John
was pronounheated, she took a small axe tal, Mr. Tanner
from a trunk and cut his throat ced dead on arrival.
and Mrs. Watwith the axe blade. Mr. Merri- Both Mr. Irby
the Shelby
weather died from loss of blood. son are being held in
action of
Appearing in City Court on County jail awaiting
Grand Jury.
Monday, L.dson Irby. 68, of the Shelby County
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Former TSD Reporter
Receives Appointment

HELP FOR THE ELKS — A check for $500 from the CocaCola Bottling company of Memphis was presented to the
local Elks by William F. Nabors, extreme right, and clasping itfrom left are Maurice Hulbert, Emerson Able, Jr.,
director of the Manassa High school band, and Lt. George
W. Lee, grand commissioner of education, for the Elks,

which is sponsoring a trip for the band to the parade to be
staged in Philadelphia on Tuesday, Aug. 17. As of Monday
the group had raised almost half of the $6,000 needed to
carry the 113-piece marching hand to the convention where
Mrs. W. C. Handy, widow of the Tate composer consented
to lead the Memphis contingent.

0 Negroes In Sumter
County Sign Up To Vote

Local Dentist
Named In 'Who's
Who' In South

Shelby County Sheriff's Depu- that Smith had stolen a Tento cover
ty George A. Whitney was pro- nessee license plate
up his California tags.
moted from the rank of detec- Mr. Whitney, a five-year
tive to sergeant last week, ac- veteran this month with the
cording to announcement from Sheriff's office, is presently assigned to the Theft Division.
Sheriff William Morris.
of St. Augus•
Mr. Whitney, who lives at Ile is a graduate
3574 Daggett rd.. in the Walker 'Ionics community, is the
second Negro to attain that
rank within the past several
months.
His partner, Willie Hughes,
was elevated to sergeant earlier this year after he and Mr.
Whitney helped solve and capture four young Negroes wile
were wearing ski masks dming a series of robberies in the
city and in Shelby County, and
which included the robbery of
the Castalia Heights apartment
office managed by George
Banks.
The four men pleaded guilty
to the charges and are now
serving terms ranging from 10
"EORGE WHITNEY
to 35 years in the state prison
school, married and
high
tine
at Nashville.
the father of one daughter and
FIVE-YEAR VET
Last week Mr. Whitney and two sons.
Mr. Hughes were responsible At the present time, 14 Nefor the arrest of Don Leroy groes, Including two women,
Smith of California. who was are employed at the Shelby
using another man's gas credit County Sheriff's department.
card to buy tires, a battery, One woman is assigned as 8
jailer and the other works in
gas and other items.
When arrested, it was foundtie_miomplaints departnient.

Rev. Smith Leads
rownsville March

Dr. John E. Jordan, Jr., a
Memphis dentist is one of three
cor-idragon Calvin Craig said the
AMERICUS, Ga. — (UPI) — moved into the courthouse
Memphians listed in the 1965officer said, in case Klan has permission from Suman
ridor,
names
more
Negroes added 320
66
edition of "Who's Who in
the
use
to
officials
County
ter
were
any fight broke out. There
Rev. James Smith, field sec- Rev. Smith. There will be a
to the Sumter County voting no incidents.
county fairgrounds for another the South and Southwest."
retary of Congress of Racial summit meeting on August 14
rally on Aug. 28.
f151Its in a day of confusion, an- Negroes kept up the pre
The others are Mayor Wil- Equality, led 500 civil rights at the Lane College, Jackson,
•Department ger and an impromptu rally.
Klan rally here Sunday
of their demonstrations, now in
Eddie Williams, former Tri- He entered the
B. Ingram, Jr., and Con- workers in a march in Browns- Tennessee. Repre sentativee
liam
February, 1961 as More Negroes planned to their fourth week, with another &ever-about 700 Klansmen and
from all counties in West Tenville last Saturday.
State Defender reporter, re- of State in
Chief of Pro- show up at the county registra- sundown march to the court- Klanswomen in one of the big- gressman George W. Grider. The march was an effort to nessee will be present.
cently became Special Assist- a member of the
in March, 1964 until tion office and the Ku Klux house last night. It was un- gest shows of strength the hood- The book devotes about an gain for the Negroes in Hay- Rev. Smith stated, "We feel
ant for Employment Practices tocol, and
ed order has made in Georgia in inch and a half to give details
recent appointment. he Klan announced it will hold an- eventful.
wood County equal police pro- that all citizens in Haywood
in the Office of the Deputy Un- his
as staff Assistant to the other demonstration in this ra- In Atlanta, Ku Klux Klan recent years.
schools, County and West Tennessee
integrated
about Mayor Ingram, about tection,
Air Secretary for Administra- served
Secretary for Near cial trouble spot later this
two and half to Congressman equal employment opportuni- should be given equal proteclihn, William J. Crockett. He Assistant
Almonth.
Asian
South
Eastern and
use all tion. And if local officials will
succeeds Richard K. Fox.
Grider, and four inches to tell ties, and the right to
The addition brought to about
not give Negroes protection,
facilities.
supported
tax
Mr. Williams, a graduate of
1,500 the number of Negroes
about Dr. Jordan, who lives at Rev. Smith reported that the we will go to the State, and if
the University of Illinois, will
registered to vote in this South1367 Castalia at., and has a march WRS a success, lie and the State does not, we will gu
be responsible for a wide range
west Georgia County that has a
dental office at 1936 Chelsea, Rev. J. F. Powell, a Browns- to the Justice Department in
of activities relating to equal
population of 28,000 whites and
Dr. Jordan is the nephew of ville minister, presented the Washington."
employment opportunities in
19,686 Negroes. About 7,000
He added, "Injustice anythe Department of State.
Federal District Judge Scovell grievances to Mayor Julius
whites are registered to vote.
Welch, who promised to give where is a threat to justice
These include, recruiting for
City.
York
of
New
Richardson
The voter registration activity
County.
Sumter
of
MONTGOMERY, A I a. —
everywhere."
them "every consideration."
Junior grade, senior and midlate last week apparently was
and El- served as chairman of the
About forty state troopers The young minister and civil
coun- And suits for Macon
dle level officers for the Deenough to halt the assignment (UPI) — Eight Alabama
in the Speakers Committee of the
file
on
are
Counties
more
in an
Bureau of Crimi- rights leader will meet with
partment and the Foreign
of federal registrars to Sumter ties went to federal courts
Court of Shelby County Democratic Club the Tennessee
control Montgomery Federal
Clement next week to
Service, handling policies reJr. A and was co-chairman of the nal Investigation, the Federal Governor
under the new federal voting effort to reclaim state
Johnson
Frank
Judge
the face
lo- inform him of the tense situalating to promotion and utilizarights bill. Sumter County was of voter registration in
in the Memphis Democratic Party in Bureau of Investigation and
filed
he
will
suit
ninth
rights
cal law enforcement agencies, ton in West Tennessee.
tion of personnel, resolution of
not among nine counties in the of the new federal voting
Montgomery Court for Bullock the 1064 Presidential election.
the marchers during He commented, "We will not
problems concerned with equal
south on a list the Justice De- act.
Mrs. Jordan is a member of protected
County.
be stopped, regardless of the
employment, housing a n d repartment announced as targets The suits call for destruction These nine counties are now the Owen college faculty. They the demonstration.
CORE will lead a massive consequences. Freedom, Justice
of old registration lists and under federal court orders to are the parents of one son,
lated matters, counseling, and
for federal registrars.
Voter's Registration Drive in and Equality must be obtained
There were no rejections complete re-registration of all drop literacy tests used in voter John Edward Jordan III.
coordination of the 'DepartMR. EDDIE WILLIAMS
_ West Tennessee, according to now.,,
among the applications but a voters under state guidelines, registration. Such tests were
ment's activities with the
delay in opening the county which would include a literacy outlawed last Friday when
President's Council on Equal fairs.
Mr. Williams was born in registrar's office and confusion test.
Employment Opportunity, the
President Johnson signed the
U.S. Civil Rights Commission Memphis and is married to the over procedures sent Negroes Dallas, Perry, Choctaw, Wil- new Voting Rights Act,
Saof
E.
Smart
rally.
Sallie
former
were
impromptu
into an
cox and Hale Counties
and the President's Committee
on Equal Employment Opportu- vannah. Georgia. They reside "These white folks do one named in suits filed with the Ram Barns?
and
something
day
D.C.
,
one
in
thing
Washington
Mobile Court of U.S. Dist. MALLAIG, Scotland — (UPI)
estv.
else another day," Negro lead- Judge Daniel H. Thomas. An — Sheep have damaged tourer Willie Bolden said in a identical suit was filed in the ists' cars parked here — by
r speech outside the courthouse. Birmingham court of U.S. Dist. charging at their odwn reflec"We're going to get the right Judge H. H. Grooms on behalf tions.
to vote or we're going to tear
this town down."

Anti-Vote'BillSuits
In Ala. Counties Filed

Church Honors Win n
Of Oratorical Contest

By DEBORAH A. THOMAS winning composition. She re- nouncement m which county ofceived an overwhelming ova- ficials said Negroes could file
Miss Paula Faye Briggs. who tion from the thousands of dele- their applications and then rerecently won a trip to Chicago gates present.
turn tomorrow and the board
where she attended the 30th Accompanying her to the of registrars would meet to pro- Mrs. Cornelia Crenshaw, for- but the women refused to sign
Interne.
the
Annual Session of
Congress w e r e, Mrs. Worley, cess them.
mer manager of the Dixie them.
tional Youth Congress of the Choren, Mrs. Estella Fowler,, But officials announced later Homes Housing Project, w a a Mr. Nelson was asked about
as
Christ,
in
God
Mary
Mrs.
churches of
Mrs. Ella M. Jones,
the hoard would start taking ap• notified on Monday by Robert C. the order, but he referred all
a result of winning the 'State Holmon, Mrs. Lucinda Wither- plications immediately and the Weaver, administrator of t h e questions to Mr. Simmons.
honwas
CarpenContest,"
Samuel
Elder
spoon,
Oratorical
Negroes lined up to sign up.
Housing, Home and Finance Mrs. Mitchell told the TRIored last week during the West ter and Elder Sherman Davis.
About a dozen state troopers Agency, that a complaint she STATE DEFENDER, in a
tennessee State Convention at Miss Briggs, daughter of Mr.
has lodged against the Memphis signed statement, that "it is a
the Lane Avenue Church of and Mrs. Roy F. Briggs, Sr.,
Housing Authority has been re- sad thing when a man in Mr,
in
is
active
Road,
Christ.
Perry
2239
in
God
(erred to the Atlanta office for Simmons' position would issue
During the honor program both church and school afinvestigation,
an order which would attempt
which was on Youth Night of fairs She is a member of the,
Mrs. Crenshaw resigned to coerce me and my sick aunt
Briggs
inl
Miss
,
God
of
Church
Convocation
Lambert
the
from MHA on July 2, after to sign a statement which is
°as presented a bouquet of Christ, where Bishop E. W.
working for the organization
by Elder Samuel Rodgers is minister.
totally untrue."
for some 27 years.
Smith, state Chairman of the At Hamilton High School
said
employee
veteran
The
Youth Department and sponsor where she is a junior, she servthat some pressure was placed
ed as past president of her
of the oratorical contest.
on her after she tried to place
In her acceptance of the bou- homeroom class, president of
two elderly Negro women in
quet, the young orator remark- the Junior Sophisticates Social
the all-white Lauderdale Courts
ed, "I consider it at this time Club, NDCC Sponsor, and a
housing project.
altogethe. fitting and proper for member of the Hamilton High
Since that time one of the
me to express my appreciation School "Quiz 'Em on the Air"
the Team.
women has died, but efforts
to you. I consider it one of
my Miss Briggs is the paternal
have been made to get Mrs.
greatest privileges of
— Dwight Ophelia Mitchell and Mrs.
grand - daughter of Mr, Nellie JULY WINNER
life • • ."
of
Campbell, 14-year-old son
She added, 'It was truly an Briggs, and
maternal Mr. and Mrs. James Campbell Georgia Morris, daughter and
the
honor to represent you, the grand-daughter of Elder and of 1570 Antonia Pl., is the first sister of the late Mrs. Marie
TennesMcLauren, to sign a statement
great people of West
Mrs. Clinto Woods,
prize winner for July in the
singen." And, "Without your
Elder Lonnie Haley is state newsboy's contest sponsored by to the effect that they had not
have
cere prayers, I could not
president of West Tennessee the Tri-State Defender. A car- requested housing in the white
of the rier in the Holiday Heights and project.
lone anything.
Department
Youth
Miss Briggs, who represented Ouches of God in Christ. and Orchid Homes communities, he Walter Simmons, director of
of
West Tennessee Churches
Bishop A. B. McEwen is State was star salesman for the MliA. assigned Joseph L. NelB
Chicago
God in Christ at the
month. The newsboy will be a son, manager of LeMoyne GarPicks Bishop.
Congress, spoke at the
Miss Briggs' district superin- ninth grade student at Corry dens, and William F. Nabors.
Defender
of Foote-Cleaborn
congress Hotel on 'My Concep- tendent is Elder C. H. Moore, Junior High school in Septem• manager
her
which
Faith,"
her.
Homes, to obtain the signature,'
of district seven.
n of
was

Crenshaw Of Probe

'•s

You'll
find a
big
selection
In today's

41

e
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BROWNSVILLE MAIO II . . . Rev. James
Smith, Field Secretary for Congress of Ra•
cial Equality, is pictured leading a group as
they marched In Brownsville last Saturday.
About 500 civil rights workers marched

an effort to protest in Ilasuood County,
segregated schools, unequal employment
opportunities, and the discrimination in the
area's tax supported facilities.
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of South Vietnamese tropes
backed by bombing and staffing U. S. planes, inched toward
the beserged American special
forces camp at Duc Co against
military
to
of
aspects
determination
the
S.
conflict.
U.
Rusk!firmed
Dean
State
of
Secretary
—1
(UPI)
WASHINGTON —
"light but steady" Communist
whether
Asked
said
the
and
war might resistance.
President Johnson's top diplo-I said the United States was rea- resist Red aggression
matic and military advisersi dy to "consider" ending its Americans were prepared to end by a gradual reduction in A military spokesman said at
219 Viet Cons guerillas
Monday night dangled a tenta- lbombing of Communist North fight for 20 years, if necessary. fighting, McNamara replied: least
-That is the way the (1946) have been killed and six others
tive peace offer before the Viet Nam if the Hanoi regime to protect South Viet Nam.
captured thus far in the drive
Communists in the Viet Nam gives "some indication" that McNamara and Rusk were guerrilla war ended in Greece
the Communist siege
this wit lead toward peace.
interviewed on an hour-long and it may well end that way to break
war.
of tly; camp west of Pleiku is
At the same time, Defense television program (CBS) which in South Viet Nam."
'Secretary Robert S. McNamara ranged across diplomatic and Meantime an armored column the central highlands.
said that if the Communists re:duced their military effort in
Charita Bauer has been in the Viet Nam the United States
cast of "The Guiding Light," would decrease its activities
daytime drama on the CBS "accordingly."
Television Network since its
But McNamara also restpremier June 30, 1952.

LBJ Aides Offer Vietnam Peace Plan

Been In Ca,q Since'52

hfai DAISY

Starts Fri. Aug. 13
One Big Week!!

.tut
IVALIS
From the
four winds
they came,
the four
brothers.
their eyes
smoking and
their fingers

Mr. Thomas Craig, tailoring for 25 years,
is now with Lansky Bros. Men's Shop, 123
Beale Avenue. For your latest formal rentals, and tailoring, let me. Craig take care of
your needs. (Going back to school?) — For
the latest styles and up to date men's fashions in suits, sport coats, slack and shirts,

TECHNICOLOR PANAVISION

see Mr. Thomas Craig at Lansky Breek
Men's Shop. Mr. Ernest Coleman, experience tailor, long time associated with Lan.
sky Bros. Men's Shop, will give you every
extra touch, and the attention, you couldn't
possibly get anywhere, except Lansky Bros.

SCLC's Highest Award
Police Chief Chambliss gestures to demonstrators who hold a kneel-In prayer session outside the First Baptist Church that
they are under arrest In Americus, Ga.,

Sunday as a portion of the church's congregation looks on. Twenty-two Negro and
white demonstrators were arrested at two
churches without incidents. (UPI Telephoto)

Civil Rights Team Honored
ATLANTA, Ga, — The vet- of SCLC's executive staff as night, Aug. 11; Dr. Leon H.
eran husband and wife civil Director of Direct Action, and Keyserling, former Chairman of
rights team of James and Diane his wife, Diane, is a field secre- the Council of Economic AdBevel, who have been in the tary.
forefront of almost every major Others who nave received the visers to the President (1950-53)
civil rights campaign, have award at previous conventions and presently President of the
been chosen to receive SCLC's are: Dr. W. G. Anderson of Al- Conference on Economic Pai.
highest award at its Ninth An- bany, Ga., who received the gress, Thursday, 12:00 Noon.%
nual Convention Aug. 9-13 in award in 1962; Rev. Fred ShutA city-wide meeting, scheduBirmingham, Ala. The couple, tlesworth, 1963, and Dr. Aaron
led for Birmingham's City Aulong-time front line "freedom Henry of Clarksdale, Miss., in
ditorium, wil be one of the closfighters," will become the 1964.
ing highlights of the convention.
fourth recipients of the "Rosa In keeping with this year's
The principle speaker for the
Parks Award, " SCLC's highest convention theme of "Basic
evening will be Dr. Martin
honor.
Issues, Duman Rights, The Luther King, Jr., SCLC PresiThe award is given annually Grand Alliance," SCLC has dent and 1964 Nobel Peace
to the person or person's who scheduled some of the'lliation's Prize winner. Also appearing
have made the most creative most outstanding speakers and with Dr. King will be the two
and significant contribution to panelists for the five-day meet. other top-most officers in the
the nonviolent movement for Much of the panel and work- Southern Christian Leadership
the freedow of Negroes. Mr. shop discussions will be drawn Conference, Rev. Ralph b.
and Mrs. Bevel are both SCLC from the "Grand Alliance" Abernathy, Treasurer. and Rev.
staters. Mr. Bevel is a member phase of the convention theme Fred Shuttlesworth, Secretary.
which will point SCLC's direction in stronger aliances with
labor, other church organizations and other existing civil
rights groups.
Among some of the noted
guests and panel personalities
scheduled to appear are: Ralph
Helstein, of Chicago, Ill., vice
Columbia Pictures Corporapresident, Industrial Union Detion has released Cat Ballou,
partment, AFL-CIO; Philip M.
comedy western starr4
Weightman. a veteran trade a new
throughout
unionist, who has served since Nat King Cole
delightful street„
1960 as Assistant National Di- picture as a
rector of the AFILCIO's com- singer. Cat Balton is the story
mittee on Political Education of an innocent young schooL
Moll In Your News
(COPE; and Alice Mary Hilton, marm, June Fonda, who turns
noted author and consultant on outlaw to avenge her father's
Stories To The
cybernetics and automation. death at the hands of the west's
most villianous badman, Lee
Noted speakers who have acbrokencepted invitations to address Marvin, who play a
the convention during the week down former gunfighter and
of sessions are: Mrs. Constance joins June's outlaw band. MiBaker Motley, Manhattan Bor- chael Callan and Dwayne Hickough President, N.Y., Monday man are prominent in the real
236 South Wellington
night, Aug. s; United Nations Stubby Kaye is also featured
Ambassador b. 0. Adebo of in the picture with Cole as is
Post Office lox 311
Nigeria, Tuesday night, Aug. street singer, and they sing Gad
10; Dr. Mordecai Johnson, songs written especially for
We will be happy to
President Emeritus, Howard them by Mack David and Jerpublish it for you
University, Tuesday night, Aug. ry Livingston with chorus and
"Film" Of Any
10; Harvey Cox, Harvard Uni- orchestra conducted by Ralph
versity professor in Religion Carmichael as background muchargos.
and Social Issues, Wednesday sic,
.

NOTICE!
All Churches, •
Birthday
Clubs
Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

Nat King Cole
Sings From
Cat Ballou

Tri-State
Defender
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Frederick Douglass, Marian Anders() Peter Salem, Phyllis
Wheatley, Dr.Ralph Bunche, Jesse Owens,
tWashington,
Jackie Robinson, George Washiligtee
W C. Handy
and 40 others: the story of the Negro in America. This
recording classic, exclusive to you from Pepsi. $3.98 value
only $1 with a carton of Pepsi-Cola

11,

Pe pa

Details where you buy Pepsi
,

Pepsi

BOTTLED BY PEPSI-COLA METROPOLITAN BOTTLING COMP ANY OF MEMPHIS,TENNESSEE, UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM
PEPSI-COLA COMPANY, NEW YORK, N.Y.
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MINININ•weige

Floyd Bass To Teach
At North Carolina

DURHAM, N C — A former ytar.
LeMoyne college dean has been During the
1964-65 school
appointed to a professorship at year, Dr Bass held an Ellis L.
Pt*
North Carolina College at Dur- Phillips internship in college adham, according to the president, ministration at the City College
Dr. Samuel P. Massie.
of the City University of New
He is Dr. Floyd L. Bass, who York.
was a visiting teachee at NCC
Assigned to the office of City
during the summer session. Dr.
G.
Bass will join the faculty as a College President Bud
professor of education and direc- Gallagher, he gained a variety
tor of the college's student of additional experiences in
teaching program effective policy-making, budgetary, personnel and other areas of ad.
Sept. 1.
BARBARA HUNT
DR. FLOYD BASS
ministration.
A native of Sullivan, Indiana.
Dr. Bass holds bachelor and SEVERAL FELLOWSHIPS
master of science degrees from His final assignment was as
Indiana State university and secretary pro tern for the Presithe doctor of education degree dential Task Force appointed to
from the University of Colorado, develop a
pre•baccalaureate
where his major field was super- program for the culturally disvision and teacher education. advantaged recipient of fellowMiss Barbara Ann Hunt, pearance.
ships from the John Hay Whitdaughter of Mr, and Mrs. Miss Hunt is a 1965 graduate EXPERIENCE
Frederick J. Hunt of 1294 Nor- of Hamilton High school, where His professional experiences ney Foundation and the United
ris rd.. has been selected as she was treasurer of the Dra- include positions as instructor of Negro College Fund.
the "Outstanding WAF Appli- matics club and secretary of biology, chairman of the educa- A member of Phi Delta Kappa
tional division and dean of Le- and the Omega Psi Phi fratercant of the Nation" for the the Literary Guild.
Moyne college during the period nity, he also holds membership
of August.
month
leave
scheduled
to
was
She
NYC STAFF MEETING — Charles H. "Chuck" Fleer,
and dean at Ala- in the American Association of
,
questions at front, left, Richard Barnes, director of the City
Selection for the outstanding Memphis on August 11 by air from 1948-63,
director of the Mlemphis-Shelby County Neighborhood
barna State college in Montgo- Academic Deans and the AssoPersonnel office. Mr. Fleer told the staff that the NYC Is
applicant
is made at Lackland for San Antonio, where she
mery for the 1963-61 school ciation for Higher Education.
Youth Corps, seated front right, met with members of the
paying out some $100,004) weekly to some 3,500 local young
AFB. San Antonio, Texas, by will receive six weeks of basic
staff at NYC headquarters at Ill Jefferson to have them
people in the 16 to 22 age bracket. About 65 per cent of the
a board of Air Force officers training. Upon completion of
briefed on hospitalization and insurance provisions governNYC enrollees are Negro. Witheis Photo)
which rse iews all application her training she hopes to enter
ing employees of the City of Memphis, and seen answering
received each month.
the Aerospace Medical Field,
The selection is based on Miss Hunt is the first appli'care, First Aid, basic mathe- mental and physical scores, cant in the Memphis area to
matics, elementary electricity, character references, scholas- receive the "Outstanding
basic English and vocabulary tic standing and general ap- WAF" selection.
building, and similar work-related subjects.
The Corps has a fall and winter program already planned
"lb
and ready for use with concentration on its in-school youth
projects.
The W K Kellogg Foundation the purchase of books in the
OTHER SPEAKERS
has awarded LeMoyne College field of teacher education, and
Also on the Smothers Chapel of Memphis an additional $5,000 will be used during the next
NYC STAFF MEETING
phasis, brought out in questions more than 3.500 young men and Program were Asst. Chief W. to strengthen and expand its three years to increase library
"One of the most Christian asked from the audience in the women, Negro and white, have W. Wilkerson of the Memphis library service. The local school holdings above and beyond norin the history of America" well-filled church, dealt with been working on jobs secured Police Department. who spoke received a $10,000 grant from mal acquisitions.
on some of the factors of juve- the foundation in 1962. Kellogg
Sixteen of the Fund's mem11111he manner in which Neigh- the Neighborhood Youth Corps. for them by the NYC.
nile delinquency: J. Morgan is giving $325,000 this summer
borhood Youth Corps Executive He said the Neighborhood They work on jobs which
are Kousser, of the Memphis office to the 33 colleges and universi- ber institutions will receive
Youth
Corps
(NYC) is designed
Director C. H. Fleer described
$15,000 a piece, and 17 will be
Give your Bedroom a Luxury Look!
the Economic Opportunity Act to provide work-training for not in competition with private of the Civil Rights Commission ties affiliated with the United allotted 85,000 each. The smallyouths in the 16-22 age bracket, business and on projects owned on operation of the office in Negro College Fund.
of 1964.
er
sum
will
go
to
those
colleges
by governmental and non-pro. seeing that the provisions of the The grant is earmarked for
Mr. Fleer was a panelist on in-school and drop-outs.
and universities which received
Quality
the program of the 83rd session The program of the Neighbor- fit agencies. They serve as Civil Rights Act are observed;
library acquisition awards of
of the Memphis District Confer- hood Youth Corps includes aides in libraries, workers on and Rev. James Lawson, pas$10,000
from
the
Kellogg
FounFashion Colortone
ence of the First Episcopal Ohs. helping youths to find employ- crews clearing underbrush, re- tor of Centenary Methodist
dation in 1962.
trict of the Christian Methodist ment where they gain work ex- novating golf courses, working Church, who dwelt on the theme
Dr.
F.
D.
Patterson,
UNCF
with
recreational programs, of world Peace
Church, meeting at Smothers perience, develop useful work
president, said the awards are
.4...
.or,'"„si,
t 400°
Chapel CME Church, Keel and habits, and become more em- aides in schools, and other proj- Reverend Lawson gave his reparticularly important since
ects.
...
actions to the general longing
ployable. They receive regular
Claybrook.
they
supplement
rather
than
reTwin 72" x 108"
Asked to explain the Econo- pay through the joint effort of In the little more than six for peace and progress which
place
funds
ordinarily
budgeted
e
or twin fitted
mic Opportunity Act as it the Federal and local govern- months the NYC has been in he observed on his recent trip
for library purposes.
operation in Memphis, it has to Viet Nam and other areas of
911I ay aar imi
•-- .... ,aa .
affects the problems of youth, ments.
paid out approximately 3100.000 southeast Asia. He said there is
Mr. Meer gave the high-points THOUSANDS HELPED
14 elm iii, '''"-• ...... .
of the Title I section of the Time considerations kept Mr. every two weeks to the young a "revolution going on in men's
IIII4 mi
,
JACKSON, Miss. — (NPI) —
1964 law. He talked briefly Fleer from pointing out to the enrollees included in its pro- spirits everywhere."
52 4'' ..
••••.- .:,.. ___,...
I
Mississippi
of
citizens
Negro
about provisions of the Job audience other important facts gram. The base pay for enroll- Rev. William Smith, pastor
"•• m.,, ,,,.. ,
Solve Your Problems •
Corps, the Work Study Pro- regarding the Neighborhood ees is $31.25 a wk. The youths of Collins Chapel CME Church, are not being urged to boycott
Felt Si' x 1011'
With i Small, Low Cost
...
gram, the Neighborhood Youth Youth Corps Program as it is work five hours per day, and served as moderator for the the Viet Nam war, the head of
s.
69
•r isti firbed
Corps, which he heads in Mem- being developed under his di- out-of-school youth attend train- panel, with general supervision the Mississippi Freedom DemoReg $2
last
week.
said
Party
cratic
Real
Estate
ing
classes
two
Loan
hours per day. of the program in the hands of
phis and Shelby County, and the rection in Memphis and Shel•-by County.
But FDP chairman, LawCommunity Action project.
$1.29
The training classes include Rev. DeWitt Alcorn, Presiding
allhow .....Nor
Reg 2 for
$
1
I8
60
Flat
Monthly
Payments
For instance, this summer courses in tool handling and Elder of the district conference. rence Guyot said it is easy to
42 a 36"
ANSWERS QUESTIONS
Mississippi
why
understand
Applox.
dike pointed out that the Work
Negroes "themselves the vicCosh Yott
Mo.
Create a fashion flair in your bedroom with these
.Wy program is primarily for
tims of bombings, terrorism
Get—
P•yr6ants
intense colored sheets and cases. Completely colorthe benefit of youths on the coland harrassment" should re$ 500.00
$ 12.90
lege and university level wh
fast, washable stripes and solids. All superb quality
sent the death of a Mississippi
$1,000.00
$ 23.70
need financial assistance to furmuslins ...over 130 threads per square inch to give
Negro killed while fighting for
$1,500.00
$ 34.50
ther their education. The Comyou extra wear plus satin-smooth comfort. Stock
America overseas.
$2,000.00..... ...S 15.50
munity Action Program, he
up now.
S. 56.20
noted is designed to help comThe statement followed news- $2,500.00
$110.82
paper, radio and television re- $5,000.00
munities help themselves with
•
Federal Aid in such areas as Funeral services were held Lee O'Neil of Kansas City, Mo.
ports that the MFDP had urgBe Wise! Choose
basic education for adults, the Monday. August 2, at First OTHER SURVIVORS
Setter Quality Costs Less At Kress
ed Mississippi Negroes not to
education of children of migrant Baptist Lauderdale for the late
register for the draft and not
Mom lea Gverosto•
She is also survived by two
workers and loans to small Mrs. Lula A. Owen.
to fight if drafted.
businesses.
Guyor, a Pass Christina
Mrs. Owen died at her resi- grandchildren, Miss Angela G.
12 MADISON
Mr. Fleer's main point of em- dence at 598 Williams ave. on Owen and William F. Owen,
(Miss.) native, added that no
Jr.; two brothers of Helena,
unit of the statewide party had
Friday, July 30.
Dial IA 6=0637
A native of Ilelena, Ark., she Ark.; and a daughter-in-law,
taken such a position.
Mon & Thrus. 9:30 til 9:00
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
attended Southland College in Mrs. Addie G. Owen, of MemMembers of the party in Mcphis,
and
a son-in-law, John
T
ues.,
Wed., Fri., Sat. 9:30 til 5:30
Phillips County. Ark. She was
''It's
Better
to
Comb (Miss.), he said, had cirthe widow of the late Mr. Ab- O'Neil of Kansas City, Mo.
culated leaflets following the
Bank"
At
a
Borrow
ner B. )wen, Sr., a successful One son, A. B. Owen, Jr., is
Viet Nam death of 23-year-old
a principal of Porter Junior
plantaticn owner.
John D. Shaw, a participant
Mrs. (wen was generous in High school, and another, Wilanti-segregation
protests
in
hei contributions to education- liam F. Owen, Sr., is superinMRS. LULA OWEN
McComb in 1961.
al, civic and charitable organi- tendent of the Motor Vehicle
zations, and her pleasing per- Service of the Memphis Post
sonality gained
her
many Office. A third son. Claude L. If the western outfit James
Owen, is in the construction Stewart
friends.
wears in "The Rare New liquid ORA-JEL safely ends teethShe is survived by three sons, business.
Breed" looks familiar it is not ing pain. Just apply, pain "flies way."
Recommended by many
Claude L. Owen, Abner B. Mrs. Owen's daughters and without reason. He first used
it pediatricians, works fast...
Owen Jr., and William F. Owen, her granddaughter are in the in Universal's "Winchester
guaranteed or
73" results
money back.Also available
Sr., all of Memphis; two daugh- field of education.
in 1950. And he has worn the In
jell.
• •o
ters, Mrs. Pearline Walker of Interment was in Elmwood same outfit in all his sagebrush
Buffalo, N.Y., and Mrs. Ora cemetery.
sagas since.
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Economic Opportunity
Is A 'Christian Act'
Says NYC's Chuck Fleer

LeMoyne Gets $5,000
For Book Purchases

SALE

Beautiful Home Values

Cannon9First

Deny Viet
Boycott In
Jackson

Sheets & Cases

......

NEED MONEY?

,,,,i
'228

2
2

Final Rites Held For
Mrs. Lula A. Owen

State Savings Bank

(KRESS 1

Have•Somethin
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?

9 NO. MAIN STREET

Still In Style

TEETHING PAIN

Let Miss

LY

Defender
Classified
Do It!

61

ora-jei

GUARANTEED

5 YEARS

WESTINGHOUSE 1965 ... NOISELESS

AIR CONDITIONERS
15 YEARS FROM NOW, YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU
BOUGHT A WESTINGHOUSE
COMPARE

•
CALL JA 6-8397

Completely Installed
Easy Terms
No Down Payment

Start
at

First Payment Due
April "66"

ALSO CENTRAL
AIR CONDITIONING
AVAILABLE
For Home Churches
Businesses
NO MONEY DOWN
P TO FIVE YEARS TO PAY

•

'149"

A

CARMEN MeRAE, NOTED VOCALIST RECORDED THE
SMIRNOEF MULE

NEW DRINK...SMIRNOFFMULE
It swings!
Sales
representative
Night or Day
A. Ross Jones
274-8700

Here's the swingingest drink since Smirnoff invented vodka—
the Smirnoff Mule. It's Smirnoff and 7-Up. Jigger of Smirnoff
over ice. Add the juice of Va lime. Fill Mule mug or glass with
7-Up to your taste. Delicious! And it leaves you breathless.°
110

100 PROOF. DISTILLED FROM GRAIN. STE. PIERRE SMIRNOFF
FLS (DIVISION OF 54EMBLEIN1

An•r Ortn, CONN.
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J. Robert Bradley Thrills
Audience At Baptist Meet

Church Notes
VERSE OF THE WEEK: "Though I speak with the tongues
of mien and of angles, and have not charity, I am become as
sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal." 1 Cor. 13:1.

World renowned singer and, Negroes themselves; therefore Standing in the Need of Pratiii
musical artist J. Robert Brad- it was not considered an at- The presentation was tho
ley has performed polished gos- tempt at discrimination. Much to be a victory for the United
Love is the filling from one another's cup; love is the daily
pel renditions before crowned
emphasis was given to the fea- States in showing the world her
heads and myriad groups of
laying down and taking up a choosing of the stony path through
ture when Mr. Bradley him- appreciation for the Negro's
conthree
on
people
ordinary
smoother
the
ease
each new day, that other feet may tread with
self took the lead in some of contribution to her culture.
tinents.
way.
One of the best known Bap- the songs. His thunderous bari- Negro spirituals are considered
Love is not blind, but looks ahead through other eyes and
tist alive today, he is music tone voice electrified the au- the only true folk music of the
director of the Sunday- School
asks not, "Must I give?" but "What may I sacrifice?"
United States.
dience.
and B.T.U. Congress of the
And when 90 nations were
has
Mr.
Bradley
Although
Loves hides it grief that other hearts and lips may sing.
Convention,
Baptist
National
and burden walks that other lives may buoyant wing.
U.S.A., Inc., and director of appeared on the BWA's pro- invited to join the U.S. in celechurch music for the Sunday gram at least four times be- brating this tradition, the most
SHELTER HOME OPENS
unique expression of Christian
School Publishing Board.
fore, it was the consensus of
The Good Neighbor Shelter Care Home was officially openThe Baptist World Congress all that this was one of the fellowship was displayed.
and Mrs.
en on Sunday, Aug. 1, at 581 Walker Ave. with Mr.
convening in Miami Beach greatest works of the master. Mrs. Bradley commanded
the almost fill - to • capacity
.Fla., provided some life-last- ful artist.
Jesse Bowdrie serving as house parents.
stadium, saying, "If you know
ing experiences for the thouGood
the
of
president
GREAT EXPERIENCE
According to Rev. J. L. Netters,
you stand In the need of prayer,
sands who gathered there from
The grand finale provided a shake hands with the person
Neighbor Youth Foundation the sponsor of the home, its pur
the
nation
under
every
sun.
the
from
pose is to remove neglected and dependent children
Among the many features WAS great experience for all when next to you and sing to the
detention quarters of Juvenile Court and maintain a healthy
soul-stirring gospel hour in the Miami Symphony orches- glory of God."
the
environment for them during the period needed for the TenMr. Bradley, the only tra, which was not scheduled, This was done without 1116which
their
nessee Department of Public Welfare to make plans for
'Negro music consultant ever joined the choir and congre- tation as black man, white
Washington, I). C. The two top SCLC offi- to be named to BWA's ros- gation in "It's Me 0 Lord, man,
placement.
VISITING CHILDREN — Dr. Martin Luther
ciate were on a two-day people-to-people trum, presented a collection of
King, Jr., president of the Southern ChrisJudge
Court
Juvenile
by
endorsed
The project is highly
tour of Washington which took them from American Negro spirituals.
tian Leadership Conference, and his top
'
Kenneth Turner and other city and county officials.
the ghetto to the White House preaching
aide, Rev. Ralph D. Abernathy, SCLC vice
The mass crowd thronged b.
and
hopes
the
articulating
presiand
nonviolence
U.S., Board, Osiesenses,
president at large, show their concern for
fill the great Orange 130,,
Officers of the foundation are Rev. C. Berryhill, vice
Mother of Chord,.
aspirations of the Negro. SCLC Photo)
stadium to almost its capacil%
dent; John Smith, second vice president; Mrs. Lillie Wheeler, young and neglected on a visit to Junior
Nurse., MI3cionary.
an hour early in order to cab !
secretary; J. C. Maurer, financial secretary; Rev. C. J. Gaston, Village, a refuge for homeless children in
Prayer land
the feature which opened th,
— treasurer, and Mrs. Thelma Davidson, business manager.
Nylon, Dacron, Conon,
program on Saturday, wive'
Poplin, Sims ii. 32
The directors include Revs. W. E. Ragsdale, John Burrow,
was "Youth Night".
len,Shen sod M Sleeves
ErnJordan,
John
Dr.
Wicks,
L.
W. T. Grafton, S. B. Kyles, S.
Sophia Loren will never suf- There was jubilant respons,
505551 FOR 1110111
ASS OICSAN ILAT 100
est Young, Mrs. Agnes Tracy and Mrs. Addie Wright.
fer the histrionic pangs of type when Mr. Bradley mounted the
casting. The voluptuous Nea- stand before the 2,500 voice
Lowest Prime Available
NEW RADIO PROGRAM
WRITE FOR FREI C515101
politan recently completed a choir in which a special section
Sunday, Aug. 1, was a "red letter" day in the history of the
role as a Jewish immigrant in of Negro voices were blended
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
Burning Bush Baptist church at 214 N. Dunlap, when it launch701 H 51., N.I.
55 Whitehall it., LW.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Harshaw, establish and maintain a $10,- "Judith." low, in Arabesque, for the special presentation.
ed its first radio broadcast under the title "Flames of Fire."
Weshleptee 2,D.C. Attests 3,esergle
can.
have just 000 scholarship fund by each she co-stars with Greg Peck— It was felt that nobody
1
BRAM
The radio minister is the pastor of the church, Rev. J. W. Jr., of 38 Edsel ave.
J. ROBERT
Arab spy.
present Negro spirituals likei
home from San Fran- usher contributing a penny a as an
Powell, who can be heard each Sunday afternoon at 4 on Radio returned
cisco, Calif., where they attend- day for education.
dial.
the
on
990
Station KWAM,
ed the 46th annual convention The $10,000 goal was reached
of the National United Church last year and rose to above
ASSOCIATION TO MEET
According to an announcement from Rev. E. Bates modera- Ushers Association of America, 815,000 from reports given at
tor of the Shelby County District Association, the organization Inc., held at the Third Baptist this year's convention.
will hold its seventeenth annual session Aug. 17-20 at the Great- church with Rev. F. D. Haynes FOUR WINNERS
as host pastor.
The association's first four
er Mount Pleasant Baptist church at 47 W. Desota.
The theme for the meeting will be "The Role of the Church The convention's close was scholarships are to be given to
highlighted by a testimonial the winners of the piano conIn a Changing World."
banquet for Mr. Ilarshaw for test.
Wedneson
address
annual
his
give
will
Moderator Bates
his progressive contributions to Ii Mrs. Harshaw 'received many
deliver
will
Brewster
Herbert
W.
day, Aug. 18, at 8 p.m. Dr.
the organization, and he was \orchids and was honored at
the sermon for the Women's Auxiliary on Thursday, Aug. 19. presented a plaque and the or- two dinner parties. Mr. Harganization's medal of honor.
Mrs. J. C. Austin is president of the Women's department.
shaw was for a number of years
It was Mr. Harshaw's idea to the national president of the
Rev. L.H. Aldridge is host pastor for the meeting.
!National United Church Ushers
"
I association.
Other Memphians attending
the convention were Mrs. Juanita Cummings, Mrs. Leola
Scott, Mrs. Cora Underwood,
Mrs. Earnestine Hughes, Mrs.
Ida Mae Taylor, Mrs. Fannie
Bynum and Mrs Harriet Lee.
Miss Ida Janet Shaw was one
of the contestants in this year's
By BETTY WASHIPIGTON dustrial Union Department of i nn told the DAILY DEFENDcontest.
ER. He added.
(I)ally Defender Staff Writer) AFL-CIO.
Mrs. Underwood is reporter
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — More Mrs. Motley, will address the i "We have returned to Bin
than 1,000 members of Dr. Mar- conventioners at a kick-off ban- . mingham for the ninth annual for the Ushers Federation.
tin Luther King's Southern quet in the Redrnont Hotel here. convention primarily because
Christian Leadership Con- Another feature of the banquet'we want to establish that here
ference are gathering here for will be the presentation of IS a place that the movement
their 9th annual convention.
"Rosa Parks Award" to James met success. On these city
A motorcade met Dr. King and Diane Bevels, civil rights streets the civil rights bill was
at the Birmingham airport ear- workers. Comedian Dick Gre- horn. Birmingham was a sym ly Monday and formed a mot- gory is also expected to address , bol of police dogs, fire hoses,
bombings and Police Chief The Christian Sen,ice club
orized parade back though the the banquet audience,
city's streets.
A spokesman for SCLC said Eugene "Bull" Connor. During will present a tea at the home
Dr. King, SCLC's president, the Rosa Parks award is given this convention we will chart a of Mrs. Susie Marks at 411 Itozell on Sunday, Aug. 15, from
will make the major address to to "the person or persons who future course for SCLC."
the convention at the Municipal have made the most creative Sunday night the Rev. Fred 3 to 6 p.m., and all friends of
and significant contribution to Shuttlesworth, one of King's the club are invited to come.
Auditorium, Thursday night.
The theme of the meeting, the non-violent movement for chief aides addressed a rally Serving as co-hostess to Mrs.
in the St. James Baptist Marks, the vice president, will
"Human Rights, Basic Issues, the freedom of Negroes."
And the Grand Alliance" will be ..Convention headquarters are Church. Ile told an audlence of be the club president, Mrs.
carried out through the conven- located at the 16th Street Bap. 300 "This movement has gone Bettie Dotson.
Mrs. Willie Ada Clark is club
list Church where in 196:1, four on because we have stayed totion.
Also addressing the conven- Negro. girls were killed in a gether and prayed together. reporter.
tion will be Mrs. Constance bomb Mktg that ripped through -Baker Motley, New York at- the church building.
%alder eriee
torney and Manhattan Borough While there is some fear here,
borne delivered
President, Dr. Mordecai W. that local whites may take adIntik
Johnson, president emeritus of vantage of the situation and I
Howard University, Washing- initiate a violent act, SCLC of-1
ton, D.C.; Chief S. 0. Adebo, ficials believe this is unlikely.
each time you buy 2 half-gallons ol
Nigerian Ambassador to the "I think the climate has I
United Nations and Ralph Hel- changed in Birmingham," SCLC
stein, vice president of the In- public relations Aid Junius Grif-
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UNIFORMS

. E. Harshaw Honored
At Usher Convention

1,000 Cheer Dr. King
At S.C.1.C. Convention

No Pangs For Loren

SAVE
YOUR
T.V. BINGO
CARDS

•

1

christian Service
Club Plans Tea

SAVE 80

MIDWEST MILK

$
.
•i CAR WASH
•

Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sot. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open A.M. to 2 P.M.

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

••
••

•
•
a
•
a
a

GO BY BUS

WASH aa
•
a SUMMER AVE. CAR
a
at Baltic

3100 Summer
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BANK TELLER TRAINEES

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

CASHIERS-CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
TrPlace Your Order Now

NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES

For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE

FREE PLACEMENT
AIR CONDITIONED

Or

WIRE

CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS

1/4 MILLION
QUALITY STAMPS
To be given away.
To be eligible:
each week's Bingo,
turn in old cards with name
address on back to Big Star.

INC.

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE
527-5508

Grand Prize Drawing to be held Friday
August 27th WHBQ T.V., Channel 13

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Sate

46 ,..".•*****111M-iit• .
4 6•
1'

AT YOUR FOOD STORIr

••
••••••••••••••••
di••••••••••••••
•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•
•

24/1 Vance Ave.
Memphis,

SUITE 11711
'TOUR
4...mormounir.

Ark Far And
Whet To. Think Or

Canteens. Metes Whet Yee

Cr

I

JA 7-9320
T
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Church To Operate A
Free Day Care Center
•

United
.rld her
Negro's
culture.
sidered
of the

iC000
1111,004

, were
in celeI.e most
.ristian

ott
minded
apacity
.0 know
prayer,
person
to the
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t 14white

food prepared by the Willing
I Mission Sisters of which Mother
The response given by chil- Maggie Crosby is president.
dren in the Beale Street coin- Members of the Board of Dirnwiity to its recent Vacation rectors of the Day Care Center
Bible School has resulted in the are Atty. Lewis J. Taliaferro
formation of a Day Care Cent- Dr. Robert J. Trautman, liarer by First Baptist Church on veil Cooper and Jimmie Ray,
Beak Avenue.
social workers; Rev. Edwin
The school will be operated George, Louis Malvezzi, J. B.
by the Willing Mission Sisters Cook, Travis Jones, and Mrs.
of the church, and some 35 or Evelyn Carter.
more children of working par- The directors are Mrs. Sadie
ents were slated to enter the C. Ambrose and Mrs. Eva
day care center.
Young. Instructors are Mrs. P.
A spokesman for the church Nichols and Mrs. C. Seals.
said, "First Baptist feels that A veteran member of the
its influence should be felt in church, Prof. J. T. Greene, will
the community, particularly,
and in the world in general, and serve as chairman of the Board
after studying the greatest of Directors.
needs of the community, we
feel that the church should be A Husky Hound
able to help free the parents of
Art Linkletter chuckles over
part of their daily burdens."
The center is to be open from this quote from a youngster on
7:30 a.m. until 6:30 p.m., and "Art Linkletter's House Party,"
it will accommodate children weekday feature on the CBS
from the ages of three to five Television Network: "Men had
during the school months, and
for ages three to 12 during the trouble finding the North Pole,
but any husky dog could find
summer vacation months.
The children are to be given it easy."

14FAvitiTOYSNOW'
A. Schwab has just purchased at Half Price all
kinds of Toys and Dolls. These are now on Sale
on Second Floor. $1.00 will put up to $10.00
worth of Toys and Dolls in Lay.a-way at no
extra charge.
Men's, Women's and
Children's SHOES
$

up to 5500 valu•
not all Ian

A PAIR

163 Beale Street
3

BIBLE' SCHOOL ON BEAI.E — Hundreds of children enjoyed the Vacation Bible School held recently for two weeks
at First Baptist Church on Beak, and members have organized a day care center for children of the area as a re-

suit of the response given to the Vacation Bible School.
Food 'will be prepared for the young people by the Willing
Mission Sisters, without charge to the participants. The
Day Care Center is one of the means that the church hopes

to benefit the community. The center is open to children
from ages three to 12 during summer months and from
three to five during school months. Rev. J. A. Jordan is
pastor of the church. (Withers Photo)

sons while directing the CRS.
Although conciliation is a
necessary function, he said it is
"often too little and more often
MIAMI BEACII — (UPI) — the position that "I made it •Cornier governor of Florida.
Undersecretary of Commerce over the handicaps of segrega- He said too many successful too late.
"If we wait until a commuNegroes "are satisfied and nity situation has deteriorated
A benefit dance at Club Para- The sponsoring college girls Leroy Collins chided Negroes tion, why can't they?"
dise has been scheduled for the are calling the dance "An Ad- who have "made it a white's For those Negroes who have cautious and shy away from in- to the point where people are
evening of Friday, Aug. 20, by venture in Paradise With the man's world" for not joining in been able to enter the main• volvement in the Negroes' squared off against each other,
stream of America and to part- struggle to be free.
the
undergraduate
chapter, AKAs." It is scheduled from 10 the civil rights movement.
there will not be enough conciBeta Tau, of Alpha Kappa to 2 with the Club Paradise Collins, former director of the icipate meaningfully in what The undersecretary of coin• liators to go around," he said.
Alpha Sorority.
orchestra providing the music. Community Relations Service essentially is still a white man's merce told the 1,100 delegates "Even many of those who did
Proceeds from the dance will (CRS), told the National Urban world, for those Negroes who attending the League's 55th an. get there can be little more
provide the young ladies with League's final meeting that too have 'made it', there is a spe- nual convention that he had than concerned observers prayfunds for their community pro- many successful Negroes take cial problem," said Collins, a learned several valuable lea- ing for a cease-fire."
ject, Goodwill Homes, and t
operating expenses during the
year.
CINCINNATI, Ohio, The Na- Tickets are $175 in advance
tional Medical Association and $2 at the door and may be
(NMA), a predominantly Negro purchased at Satellite Record
organization of physicians Mon- Shop on East McLemore and
day reaffirmed its support of Four-Way Grill on Mississippi
at Walker.
medicare.
Officers of the undergraduate
Chicago's Dr. Leonidas II.
chapter are M. Maxine Gray,
Berry president-elect of NMA,
president: Claudia Walton, vice
said it is the only national medpresident: Beverly Green, reical group on record in support cording
secretary; Anne Ford,
of the federal medical program corresponding
secretary; Verna
for the elderly, financed by Royster, dean
of pledgees;
Social Security.
Bertha Puryear. assistant dean
Dr. Berry takes office Tus- of pledgees, and Irene Turner,
day as president of the 5,500 treasurer.
member organization. He succeeds Dr. Montague Cobb of
Washington, D. C. The nearly
2,000 delegates to th convention
will vote Tuesday on new officers for 1966-67.
Berry said one of his goals!
will be recruitment of white phy.'
sicians as members to make
Street Social club
NMA a thoroughly integrated The Boston
organization. He said the group held its July meeting at the
now has "only a token member- home of Mrs. Adell Murphy of
ship" of white doctors.
733 Cella St. and its August
NMA's board of trustees ad- meeting at the home of Mrs.
opted a resolution Sunday com- Gazella
McDonald of
2417
mending President Johnson for
his leadership in civil rights Brooklyn St.
After the business meeting. a
and in the war on poverty.
Scheduled speakers during beautiful bedspread was given
the four-day convention in- away to the holder of the lucky
clude Dr. Albert Sabin of Cin- ticket. The winner was little
cinnati, developer of the oral Miss Sonjie Wilson of 555 Bospolio vaccine; Dr. Charles Mayo ton St.
of the famed Mayo Clinic in The club's next meeting will
Rochester, Minn., and retired be held on Sept. 1 at 598 Beale
Maj. Gen. Otis Benson, former St. with Mrs. Earnestine Scott
director of Aerospace medicine. as the hostess.

AKA's Beta Tau To
Give Benefit Dance

Chides Negroes For Not Aiding Rights Cause

OPEN
SUNDAY
MID-SUMMER
CLOSE-OUT
AS LOW AS

$99

•
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NMA Reaffirms
Medicare Bill

wiz lEsCVir

GET INTO
BUSINESS
FOR
YOURSELF.

BUILD A
PROFITABLE ROUTE
THAT WILL PAY YOU
CASH WEEKLY...

Boston Street
Social Club
Holds Meeting

SELL THE MID-SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING WEEKLY...
WANTED

V

BOYS WANTED IN
NEW DOUGLAS AND
BINGHAMPTON AREAS

AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE
If
If
If
If
If
If

•

you are clean and tired of high rates
you have lost your license
you are about to loose your license
you need an SR 22 filing at once
you have under age 25 problems
you need free help, advice, quick
and efficient service, call Now!!
948-7175 or 948-7776

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
Memphis, Tenn.
988 Miss Blvd.

IN A FEW HOURS YOU CAN BUILD A SMALL BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN...
START TODAY
Pill in order blank below or call Ray A. Wicks
Circulation Mgr. at 526-8397

DOWN

OPEN SUNDAY

VOLKSWAGENS
Volkswagen q,d‘ri
Volkswagen 1.ran
Volkswagen
Karmen Chia
Volkswagen

'64
'63
'62
'63
'58

All SW'. sorry 141%

'62 Corvette

$2295

'63 Fairlane 500

$1695

4-ritcd Solid red, Slims!
Automatic. 2-dour hardtop, V-4, air coos.

'60 Olds 88

$4095

'64 Chevrolet

$1995

door powar stnorIng, brakca, kliR• clnep In ruhhnr.

15. Al,-. R-dunr, toll angler, factory air, tintcd glans,
White w hh.in

'63 Chevrolet

82195

n•dnor hardtop. 'Impala WhIto,
pnwcr at.-ring and alr cond.

'62 T•Bird

$1695

Hardtop. Full postai' and factory air.

'65 Dodge

$2595

410. r.. rl,
or hAtAtAro. ChA1DA/i

In town!

'64 Chevelle

$1695

w•rnn. 5'-4. 4-4nnr.

'62 Cadillac
,„„„,,. Fun tv,,,,r and facto!), air.
'63 Meteor

$2695
$1395

xttamhtriilva.

'60 Chevrolet
Impala,
automotir

hardtop WWI Dower and
Interior.

$1195
factory air.

\'.h it., rert

'63 Olds 88

r hAl tip SliR,

Numbers of papers wanted

Phone number

V-a.

S1995

I', inn n.

CHEAPIES
Low As $49 Down ...

'59 Olds
,up•r

PR

$695
ii

'59 Chevrolet
Fe!

,r!

A1r,

$695

V.I. autolnallt% Good. •solid

'54 Chevrolet
'57 Ford
Matinn wRion, 4.donr. GAM ftRhIng

Address

Interior. Auto..

yrd

$295
$395
car.

'57 Plymouth, 4.door

Your name

$1395
$1195
$1095
$1395
$795

8250

hneffer
motors,Inc.
3254 HIGHWAY Si SOUTH
54 WHITEMAVEN 14FAR 110001 ROAD

396-1239
Mail the above to the Tri-State Defender, Bon 311, 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tenn
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Crime And Race
the sociological implications of
the mathematical norm.
American cities are growing
at a faster pace today than even
a decade ago. The incidence of
crime last year in Metropolitan
Washington, as a classic example, was 22 percent above national figures for metropolitan
areas including Chicago. T h e
number of residents under 21
in the District has increased by
35 percent since 1950, while the
District's total population has
lisen barely two percent. There
isn't much comfort to this explanation, since we know that
cities will continue to expand
and the proportion of adolescents and young adults will continue to rise.
There is nothing in the FBI
intriguing social document to
imply an eventual decline in
crime. Since Americans pride
themselves upon the highly mobile society they have created,
they must accept the painful
social consequences of their
creation. For crime is related
tdo that mobility. The Negro is
only a minimal part of that tragic drama, not the whole show.
He is not yet fully immersed into the social stream. So, let America baptize him first before
calling on him to expiate his
sins.

No Mutual Love
Though the Chicago Metropolitan dailies tried their best
to minimize the full scale significance of the huge demonstrations against schools imbalance and Superintendent
Willis, their readership did not
fall for the deception.
One newspaper, in particular,
notorious for its lack of sympathy for the civil rights cause,
estimated the number of t h e
participants to be not more
than 10,000. Another placed it
at 11,000. Even the usually reliable professional sources paired down their figures as a concession to the enemies of the
movement. The paper that came
closest to the number of marchers set it at 30,000.
Obviously such gross numerical disparity exposes the nature
of the conspiracy. Negro
churches, civic organizations,
CORE, commercial and professional groups whose members
pledged their unstinted b a c king of the March on Chicago's
City Hall, last week, said there
were more than 38,000 of their
membership in the line o f
march. When to this number is
added the impressive contingent of white priests, ministers,
social workers and university
professors and public school
pupils, you could very well tell
that it was a mass demonstration that was not devoid of eitheir social implications or
numerical strength.
' Although Chicago resents being called a segregated city, the

resentment falls far short of
the truth. In many residential
areas, restrictive covenants outlawed years ago have silently
returned. Public housing units
are erected in areas where they
can be accessible to the large
concentrative of the Negro population. This was done with a
view to preserving the racial
pattern of residence rather than
relieving population congestion.
Segregated schools are n o t
the exclusive aspect of racialism
in this city. There are unmistakable and inumerable differentials in employment. The socalled aptitude test is a convenient device to keep out those
who are not wanted.
The catalogue of racial grievances against Chicago is long
and unending. A parallel exists
between the city by the Lake
Michigan and some of the antiNegro communities in Dixie. To
deny that Chicago is segregated
is another means of placing an
umbrella over the city's unrestricted racial sins. There will be
demonstrations here for an unpredictably long time. Because
just as the Board of Education
refuses to accede to the demand
of the Negro community for
immediate ouster of Willis leadership in other areas will continue in its practice of antiNegro attitude until someday
the torch of inter-racial hate
and hostility will bring down
the Wall of Jericho with a crash
that will be heard around the
world.

•

Beware Of 'Barry'
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.SyblICtIpthion

Sound sociologial scholarship
has long ago jettisoned the
practice of giving racial tinge
to seasonal crime waves. In the
field of criminology, the index
to crime is not to be found in
the economically submerged racial groups. Social conditions,
psychological maladjustment,
family disintegration are some
of the major causes of anti-social behavior.
For years, however, the fiction had been allowed to prevail
that Negroes contributed a disproportionate share of big city
crimes across the country. We
can well understand Roy Wilkins' sharp, cutting rejoinder
to the FBI crime statistics for
1964. The racial reference in the
report has an ominous echo. It
could be a revival of the old
image of the Negro as being
psychologically pre-conditioned
for the commitment of overt
acts, for crimes th at beggar
description.
It would be an unfair presupposition to attribute such a motive to F B I Director Hoover.
We are therefore not taking
him to task. We should, however, be derelict in the exercise
of our own responsibility if we
did not point to the fact that
statistics may often provide a
sound basis of differential components, yet at variance with

Jackie
Robinson
Says
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Ruminations
NEW YORK CITY — "My
wife says my metabolism is
changing," said Simple, "which
causes me to have ruminations
as I think on it. There was a
time when I loved heat and
couldn't stand cold.
"But now it is just the other
way around. I hate heat. When
a hot day comes along, I swelter, welter, droop and drape, and
my breeze-weight jacket is a
woolen cape. My wife says a
man goes through a change as
he gets older, and I believe he
do—which is why on a hot day
like this, I need a cool beer. Age
drives me to drink."
"But I always thought you
were like those characters in the
comic strips who never age,
never wrinkle, never get bald."
"Some of them comics have
looked the same to me since I
was a boy," said Simple. "But
you do not look like you did
when you was a boy. And neither do I. I got a snapshot of
me in my youth-hood and it do
not look nothing like me today.
I was a smooth cat in that backyonder time when I first hit
Harlem, fresh from Virginia.
Baltimore, and points South.
When I first come up out of
the subway 135th and Lenox
and seed Harlem, I said, 'If a
better man than roe ever came
to town. 'I would like to meet
him.' I were stuck on myself in
them days! Man! But now,
when I look in that looking
glass of mine over the sink and
see me, I say, 'Can it be?' I look
like the Viet Nam War has
been fought in my face."
"No, fellow ,you don't look
that bad," I said. "You just look
older and wiser than you did ten
years ago."
"There is no if's, and's or Avo
ways about it," said Simple, "I
does look older. But do I also
look wiser? I have not yet got
around to the point of wearing
glasses, and glasses makes a
man look wise. I started to buy
me a pair of specs once — just
so people would think I read
books, because sometimes I feels
ignorant, even I looks wise.
Lend me a book."
"How many times have I told
you, wisdom does not necessarily lie in books. You have mother wit." I said. "and sometimes
rood common sense, as well."
"1 wish I was colleged like
you," said Simple.
"Do you think you would be
any happier?"

"Yes," said Simple, "because
then I would not look down on
myself and say, 'Why, you ignorant son-of-a-so-and-so!' I do
not even know where Patagonia
is."
"Neither do I," I said.
'And if anybody was to ask
me to locate Viet Nam on the
map. I am liable to find Alaham'," said Simple. "Whereas
if a man is colleged, he knows
them things. He can pasteurize
the possible. then unscrew the
inscrutible. Yes, he can! And he
can also get a job with HARYOU, where you are working."
"How do you know I am
working with HARYOU?"
"Because every Negro in Harlem who got past the sixth
grade in school is supervising,
and them that only got to the
fourth grade — school dropouts — is being supervised."
said Simple. "When)Adam Clayton Powell started HARYOUACT, he really started something in Harlem for the common. man .because. HARYOU
means. 'Are boy black? If you
is. get in the ACT.' If I was
colleged. I would be in HARYOU supervising the supervised and drawing (zewn one of
them good salaries for saving
the youth. Do you reckon HARYOU is going to save anybody?"
"I do," I said, "In fact, it has
already gotten off to an Amazingly good start in so short
a time."
"I believe in giving anything
Adam Powell starts, t i m e."
punch a time-clock himself.
from what I read, Adam would
never make it"
"Tardy or not in Congress,"
I said, "Powell has gotten some
good bills passed."
"And I will vote for him again," said Simple, "as long as
hell, Harlem, and high taxes
last. But I am glad they do not
have elections in hot weather.
It is really too hot to go to the
polls today. All I want is a draft
of cool keggie now under an
electric fan or else beneath the
air-cooler on a tall bar stool
when I can just set and ruminate on how bad I look."
"Ruminate?'That's a college
word you are using now."
"I got it out of the left-hand
vest pocket of your vocabulary,"
said Simple. "I have been
around you so long. I am rather
beginnin gto take on your accent."

We have just returned from
another visit to the West Coast.
Each time we have been out
that way — since the election
of Mr. Johnson — we have been
impressed with the fact that
the conservative troops which
marched behind Barry G o I dwater are still on active duty.
No reservists, they. Still clad
in the uniform of ambition and
dedication to their cause, conservatives and their rightwing extremists allies are exhibiting that same kind of disciplined perseverance and optimism with which they completed their capture of the Republican Party at San Francisco.
A study of their on-going
drive and their highly organized tactics should convince aware Americans — and particularly beleaguered minorities
— that there Is no room for
complacency simply because Mr.
Johnson was able to emerge
victorious in the recent confrontation. As we have said previously, we do not believe Senator Goldwater thought h e
could win the Presidency. We
believe that he fully realized
his roal — the strengthening
of the conservative cause and
the girding of the loins of that
cause for a future take-over on
the nation scene.
Out in California — and probably in other key areas of the
country — the John Birchers
are still ringing doorbells. They
are still playing neighbor to
thousands of housewives and
other citizens who, despite the
sophistication of Wes t Coast
cities,-slead essentially lonely
lives.

The John Birchers are wearing the cloak of humility, seeking to engage people in friendly,
informal discussions designed
to persuade that John Birchers
are not such bad fellows after
all. They are intelligent enough
to ask questions which flatter
John Citizen. How did they
miss the boat, they want to
know. What can they do to avoid mistakes in the future?
This is strong propaganda
and many people seem to be affected by it. All over this country there are increasing signs
that conservatism is not dead.
If indeed it Is, it is a most active corpse. When one reads of
an Englewood, New Jersey rabbi who has counselled his fellow-Jews to soft-peddle their
concern for the Negro cause,
one is given serious pause.
Just as puzzling is a trend
which sees an arch-segregationist like former Governor Coleman of Mississippi named a
Federal judge — at the same
instant when a Negro military
aide is hired and Thurgood Marshall seemingly pointed toward
the hii,h court.
It all adds up to the stark
necessity for the truly concerned liberal and members of minority groups to follow through
with regard to their resistance
aeainst reaction in the last election.
If the Negro people do not
mobilize their voting strength
and use it as a potent weapon,
we might look up one of these
days, and see Mr. Goldwater
sitting in that Pre,.'
- •'ial
chair. ' far as we're concerned, that would be the ball game.
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The Negro Manhood
We dare not say the march
from Selma to Montgomery was
a victory. True, it had all the
appurtenances of a victory: a
Presidential proposal for a voting bill, immense sympathy generated in all America for the
oppression of decent people practiced by segregationists. But
victory? No.
It is not a victory for the
simple reason white America
rarely if ever allows the Negro
the victory of proving his manhood.
In his remarkable article, "Israelites with Egyptian Principles" which appeared in the
Midwest Magazine, Howard N.
Meyer points out the Fourteenth
and Fifteenth A mendmen ts
would never have become Constitutional Law had not 200,000
Negroes served with the Union
forces.
There was no way for a slave
and the son of a slave ever to
prove his manhood save by taking blood. For his military service, the nation applauded him,
though the Negro has never
proved himself as primitive as
the ordinary white man.
Meyer goes on to point out
that even so eminent a critic as
Edmund Wilson, in his book
"Patriotic Gore," refuses to
grant the Negro the victory of
having produced legitimate
American men of letters. Nor is
Wilson alone. The textbook editors and the reading public net,-

er gave the small acclaim Frederic Douglass and W. E. B. Du
Bois the acclaim they lavished
on, say, James Brench Cabell.
White society — and I mean
you and me, dear reader — excluded the Negro from society,
an absolute impregnable exclusion, whether we will it personally or not, that is what we did.
And it is not as hard for the
Negro to come to us as it is for
us to realize he is rightfully
here because indeed he is a man
who can struggle for an infinite
series of victories to call himself just that — a man.
Through this weary 100-year
struggle we have not even let
the Negro argue with his own
voice. I have read over and over ai
again t h e segregationist-pub- 111.
fished quotes of Lincoln anent
the race issue just as I have
countered with the statements
of Ralph Waldo Emerson.
I believe sadly enough that a
large body of people still believe
that the struggle is theirs to
make, not the Negroes. and that
the palm is theirs to give.
T h e March on Montgomery
should have been the victory,
but it was not; just as before
that march. the hue strike
should have been the victory.
But I have every hope somehow Martin Luther King a n d
Roy Wilkins are going
save
that
sy e going ttoo
Christians of us all, Gentiles included.
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First U.S.
Vote Suit
Is filed

Washington Round-Up
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By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
Washington Correspondent

European Students Probe Writers
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JACKSON, Miss.— (SPECIAL
TO THE DAILY DEFENDER)
— The Justice Department filed
historic legal action to wipe out
Mississippi's 75-year-old poll tax
while a high government official
saw implementation of the law
as a boon to the Southern,
Negro office-seeker.
As Justice Department lawyers filed the Mississippi lawsuit behind closed doors, U.S.
Attorney General Nicholas deB.
Katzenbach said he expects the
new voting rights law to result in
the election of more Negroes
to office in the South.
Katzenbach also suggested
that some Southern white officeholders would reconsider their
past positions in view of the
law's impact.
He said be did not look for
racial block voting of a massive
attempt by Negroes to unseat
current officeholders.
However, Katzenbach added
that he "would expect to see
some Negroes elected to office
before long." and said be
"would hope to see it."
The Mississippi suit was filed
a scant 25 hours after President
Johnson penned his signature on
the bill in the White House.
It charged the tax was used
in Mississippi to deny Negroes
the right to vote and tbat its
mere existence amounts to racial discrimination since whites
are better able to pay the $2
levy.
The government asked for as
early hearing and a three-judge
tpanel to hear the case.

By ROSEMARIE BROOKS by the depth of the students'
WASHINGTON—Three Amer- knowledge . .. felt the students
ican Specialists for the U. S. could see "our problem (civil
Department of State have just rights) with a detached view."
returned from an "image" tour "They do not operate out of
of Copenhagen, Paris, and Lon- our own history," she said.
don.
While Mr. Hughes preferred
Three diverse people, they to use his own column in the
shared a common talent: allasiew York Post, and the Chicaare authors of more than mod- go Daily Defender to express
erate talent; and one, Langston opinion other than those of the
Hughes is columnist for the recent trip as an American
Chicago Daily Defender.
Specialist, Bill Kelly was artiAt the State Department for culate about many subjects aa "de-briefing" exercise with mong them the American press
Mr. Hughes were Mrs. Paula vs. the European press.
Marshall, the author of "Soul, This is not Mr. Kelly's first
Clap Hands and Sing," and rip to Europe; he spen a year
"Brown Girl, Brown Stones," in Rome as the recipient of the
and William Kelly, who author- Rosenthal Foundation Award
ed "A Drop of Patience," and administered by the Nutional
"A Different Drummer."
,Institute of National Artists of
The author of many books re-'utters).
vealing indigenous Negro Mr This gave him time to observe
mor,
, Mr. Hughes is about to European papers. He found
home rule for District of Columbia.
in what was described as "art appreThe Rev. Martin Luther King, cenpublish again: A Book of Ne- them far more honest than
Dr. King is shown addressing the
ciation parade" in endorsement of
gro Humor, and the fifth "aim- a common truth.
ter, ended a two-day visit to the
march
at it's end. — (UPI Photo)
President Johnson's approval of the
pie" volume, "Simples Uncle "But in this country, the
Capital by leading 5,000 persons on
Sam."
press begins right of center
House
White
the
a 15-block march to
_
His prolificacy is a part of his and goes to the right."
philosophy. He feels an author But not even Mr. Kelly had
should push himself to publish any complaints about the reeach year, particularly when ception he received in Paris;
seeking to establish himself on Mrs. Marshall and Mr. Hughes The First Baptist church was
saw students together in , Co- the scene of revival services
the American scene.
As a result, Mr. Hughes urg- penhagan and London; all stu- conducted last week by EvangeJohnson's first premise, that Negroes
ed Mrs. Marshall to "publish dents were vitally interested in
Ward, and the church
were being denied the vote in the South as
right away." When she spoke Negroes, the civil rights prob- list C. E.
the result of a organized effort by public
of a new book she expects to lem and books by and about was filled each night. Some 40
person were converted or refinish "sometime next year." the American Negro.
officials, was the main target of the oppois
Rice
A.
11.
Rev.
claimed.
What did the three authors The U. S. State Department
sition attack.
church.
the
pastor
of
could not have chosen a better
find in Europe?
The administration produced statistics
Danner,
E.
Mrs.
P.
Bill Kelly, the son-in-law of threesome, the successful Lang- Mr. and
designed to show that the affected southChicago's Truman K. Gibson; ston Hughes, and two talented Ben Easley, Clinton Easley,
ern states and counties all sent less than
the chic, vivacious Paula Mar- "new breed" American authors Robert Easley, Elder Florance
visiting
so per cent of their voting age population
shall and Langston Hughes '
1 w ho seek to portray the Negro and Ossie Fennesee are
Mrs. Laura Fennesee in Topeto the polls in the last Presidential elecfound the students "smarter "as a human being."
than American students" of the A look at the authors found ka, Kans., and other relatives.
tion, well below the national average of
Mrs. Lottie Carnes is visiting
same age, and "much more a- Ms. Hughes, the older of the
62 per cent. Further these figures showed
sons in Chicago.
her
ware of the world."
three much more conservative
that while 57 to 69 per cent of the eligible
Mrs. Marshall, whose hands while all three had a mutual Mack Bonapart is a patient at
white citizens in these areas voted ha 1964,
move to the rhythm of her con- admiration for each other. Mr. Gibson General hospital and
their Negro voting ranged from 6 4 to 33
versation found the European Hughes regards Paula Marshall, his condition is listed as serious.
per cent.
Lee
students unable "to give more Bill Kelly, Jr. and Ronald Farr Funeral services for
of themselves," however.
Proponents of the legislation argued
"among the promising new Sanderford, a native of Gibson
County, were held at Martin
Bill Kelly himself just as vi- crop."
that the figures presented good proof that
A
Allik
brant as the students he praised Bill Kelly was particularly Tabernacle CME church on last
these six states were keeping Negroes
LBJ
JOHN KENNEDY
DWIGHT EISENHOWER
found the Paris students capa- impressed that Langston Thursday, Aug. 5, +filth the pasfrom voting.
ble of asking "in depth ques- Hughes' writings reflected "a tor, Rev. L. Johnson, delivering
Congress
where
Southern
States
eight
at
WASHINGTON— The struggle for raOpponents dismissed the statistics as
the eulogy. Burial in the Bettions."
sense of ghetto humor."
decided, on the basis of voting statistics
cial equality for the Negro in this country
"number juggling," they asked how it could
Many of the students asked Certainly, Bill Kelly, and per- hel Baptist cemetery.
and past history, that there was widespread
has been a long and a seemingly lasting
be said a state with a 49 per cent voting
question from a socialist point haps Paula Marshall who both Mr. Sanderford spent most of
and deliberate discrimination against Nefight but there are evidences of progress,
record could be disci-laminating, while one
of view, and many failed to admired Malcolm X were the his life in Gibson County and
gro voters.
at least in certain areas. Just recently Condied on Aug. 2 after a lengthy
that sent 51 per cent of its eligible popuunderstand the importance of pessimist of the group.
passive resistance in the Amer- Mrs. Marshall was keenly illness.
gress, for the fourth time in eight years,
lation to the polls was not.
For the first time the legislation byican Negro's struggle for equal- aware of "the mentally defec- Mrs. James Greer, father of
has drawn up a "full proof" law which
passes the courts as enforcing agents. InWhile conceding there had been instanity.
will enable Negroes in the South to vote.
stead, it provides an automatic standard
tive boy shot by a policeman in Mrs. Easter Frances, died in
ces of voting rights derials in some areas,
Says Billy Kelly, who is pee- Brooklyn," while the son of Wil- Memphis at Kennedy VA hospiThe following briefly explains its past.
to wipe out voter tests, such as literacy
the opponents argued that no proof had
haps not a passivist at heart, liam Kelly, Sr. editor of the Am- tal on Thursday, Aug. 5, and
The first sentence of the amendment
requirements. It also empowers federal
been shown of a deliberate campaign
but sees such resistance sound sterdam News from 1923 until Funeral services were held on
is embraced publicly by politicians from
officials to send in examiners to register
throughout the deep South to deny Negro
strategy explained "that Amer- 1932, feels "not much progress last Sunday.
Boston to Birmingham.
Negroes in all or part of Alabama, Georvoting rights. They said many qualified
ica is not a country of our own will come (to the Negro) until Mrs. Kate Brown, who had
gia Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina,
The argument begins (1) when someNegroes could and did vote throughout the
(to own totally) . . . we are outside pressure is imposed." been in failing health for many
North Carolina and Virginia.
only 1/10 of the population . .. Says Mr. Kelly, "Injustice is years, died in Madison County
one points out the difference between the
region. As for the rest, they said failure
our goals are that of economic profitable .. . and will continue last Friday. Final arrangeto meet proper standards and simple apawords of the amendment and the facts
It also provides for a constitutional
ments
are
incomplete.
co-existence."
to be profitable . . . there are
thy, explained the statistics.
of America life and (2) when Congress
challenge in the courts of poll taxes still
Mrs. Marshall, the mother of too few of us ... everyone must Mrs. Mattie Bryant has been
considers what to do about it.
used in state and local elections in AlaIn addition to the argument about need
under medical care for a few
5-year-old Evan was impressed be inconvenienced."
for such legislation, there was controversy
Starting in 1956, three presidents, Rebama, Mississippi, Virginia and Texas.
days.
over the remedies proposed by the Presipublican Dwight D. Eisenhower and DemoIt remains to be seen if the 1965 voting
dent.
crats John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnrights act will settle the issue. But on its
the Third Armored division
son, have told the nation that Negro AmeriFirst of all, the bill called for the elimiface, the legislation is the strongest enactfrom August, 1958 until Octocans were being denied the right to vote.
nation of literacy and other tests for prosed since the Civil War reconstruction periber, 1962.
Each asked Congress for legislation to
pective voters in a specific list of states.
od to assure Negro voting rights. But the
He was then rotated to Fort
remedy the situation and got it.
Opponents said Congress had no power
same was said of the previous bills. And
Lewis, Wash., from which he
to set up such tests because under the
Since 1957, there have been four civil
was sent to the U.S. Army
they did not end the clamor for action.
rights bills and a constitutional amendconstitution only the state legislatures may
Lanuage
school,
Monterey,
President Johnson put the problem this
set qualifications for voters. Supporters
ment dealing with voting. The tirst bill emTALLAHASSEE, Fla. (NPI)the late Zinerva White of Calif. and studied the Viet Namway in his March 15 Civil Rights message
powered the Justice Department to go to
said the Congress was not setting the quali—Home from South Viet Nam Brooksville, Capt. White is at ese language.
to Congress: "The 15th amendment of our
and enjoying a 30-day leave
Assigned to South Viet Nam
court in an effort to stop state and local
fications but striking down restrictions
home with his wife, the former
constitution
is
being
systematically
and
as an aide to the Armed Forces
with his wife and two small
officials from hindering Negro voters:The
found to be in violation of the 15th Amendwillfully circumvented in certain state and
sons, Capt. Zinerva White Jr. Irma Simmons, DeLand, Fla., of the Republic of Viet Nam,
second, in 1960, attempted to speed up the
ment.
and
local
their
two
sons,
jurisdictions
of
our
nation."
Zinerva
III,
Thrid
Corps,
Third
Tactical
is an exceptionally lucky
process by providing for appointment of
The bill also provides for registration
five
years
old,
and
Anthony
Area,
Capt.
White
spent
his
The
President
went
younng man. Two Purple Heart
on to ask for a
federal referees, under court supervision,
of Negroes by federal officials rather than
Dwayne,
four.
After
his
leave,
first
six
months
in
the
guerilla
medals, both awarded within a
new law that would break down illegal roadto help Negroes register and vote.
the state authorities normally empowered
he will return to Fort Knox, war-torn country serving as an
year, are testimonials of his
blocks to Negro voting. He asked for autoto carry out this work.
The 1962 constitutional amendment outKy., for an advanced course advisor to armored cavalry
exceptional luck.
matic elimination of discriminatory voter
and reassignment in the Armor- troops operating in the Third
lawed use of the poll tax in elections for
Opponents said this was not far removed
More dramatic testimonials ed division.
tests, power to put federal officials into
from seizure of state government by fedfederal offices—President and Congress.
Corps area.
of his luck — and heroism —
the
place
of
state
and
local
registrars
and
eral officials annd another unconstitutional
Only Alabama, Arkansas, Misssissippi, Virin Viet Nam are the Silver A 1958 FAMU graduate where Wounded last December durauthority to bypass federal courts in the
he was cited as a "distinguish- ing ambush by fire from a 57
ginia and Texas were using the poll tax at
invasion of states' rights. The bill's advoStar awarded this year for
areas involved.
ed military studen t," and mm, recoilless rifle, Capt.
eates conceded the remedy was strong,
the time.
heroism; the Air Medal which
earned the B.S. degree with a White earned his first Purple
It took months of work by the Justice
but said the problem warranted it. They
The 1964 bill required states using literhe also received this year; the
major in industrial education, Heart. The second Purple
Department and Congress to fill this Presisaid Congress clearly had the power to
acy tests to employ standard written exCross of Gallantry with Gold
Capt. White received his com- Heart came five month later,
dential order. They were challenged every
set up the examiner system as
Star awarded by the Republic
aminations, established a sixth grade edumission as second lieutenant in in May, when he was shot down
"aPProprtOf Viet Nam and the Bronze
step of the way by officials and members
ate legislation" to enforce the 15th Amendcation as proof of literacy if not test was
the FAMIJ ROTC,
while on an aerial mission in a
Star, which Is to be presented to
of
But
from
the
southern
states.
Congress
ment.
voting
suits
threeover
to
given and turned
Assiglied to the Armored helicopter, helping to keep rehim some time in September.
the bills that emerged won overwhelming
The legislation provides for
judge courts in an effort to expedite decischool, Fort Knox, he was sub- connaissance troops deployed
bypassing
The son of Mrs. Nathaniel sequentily sent to Hanau, Ger- in
support: 77 to 19 in the Senate May 28 and
federal courts in states found to be
sions.
the area of the Third Corps
digDavis, Fort Pierce, Fla., and many, where he
333 to 85 in the House July 9.
served with Headquarters.
This year, the legislation was aimed
nrinillating in the 5110 Of voter testa. .

'In Appreciation,'- - A Rarity In Freedom Marches
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My Favorite Martian
Tuned OutByMariner4

HOGUE & KNOTT

RECOMMENDS THAT YOU ATTEND
SOME CHURCH EACH SUNDAY

director of NASA's Jet Primal
Laboratory, Pasadena,
sion
which made Mariner 4, contends
that old reasons for befleving
In life on Mars still exist and
that they must be investigated,
by Voyager.
The academy's space Science
Board has said that even if
the most faithful. They were
the most recent and most de- originated in the primitive seas Mars is a sterile planet, its
vastating blow of many that fell which enveloped the globe when chemical and physical history
worth studying.
in 1965.
it was young. Few if any believe is still
scientists expected MariNational life could begin anywhere in the Few
Scientists of the
ner 4, to discover the so-called
Space Adminis- absence of liquid water.
OcF TO JAPAN — Deputy Assistant Secretary of Agri- Areonautics and
enough Martian canals which for nearly
has
Marithat
undoubtly
insist
Mars
(NASA)
tration
century have been an inspiraculture Alfred L. Edwards, right, conferes with Secretary
ner 4 didn't prove anything, one water vapor in its air to produce a
Orville L. Freeman before flying to Tokyo, Japan to repre- way or another about the possi- frost deposits. Mariner 4 saw tion to science fiction writers.
some astronomers have
sent the Secretary at the U. S. seed exhibit and seminar
bility that somewhere on the what looked like frost-rimmed Though
they saw lines corresthere August 16-27. Seen here the two have containers of
planet there may abide bacteria, craters. But if Mars ever had thought
ponding to the canals. No telegrass seed. The United States is promoting grass seed sales at least, or possibly single-cell- seas and streams, its old cra- scope had ever photographed
ters long since would have been
in Japan for pasture development. Last year U. S. seed ed plants.
them. Mariner 4 saw no signs of
Such faith provokes snorts of removed from the visible record them either.
exports to Japan and other countries totaled $34 million.
Earth.
on
as
erosion,
by
derision from people like Dr.
is inescapPhilip H. Abelson of the Car- So the conclusion
had an ennegie Institution of Washington, able—Mars never
sort it takes to
who scoffed at the notion of life vironment of the
Its thin atmoson Mars even before Mariner's generate life.
phere, by earthly standards, is
flight.
Any waAbelson and the other skeptics practically a vacuum.
might occur
nevertheless consider the Red ter puddles which
disappear quickly by
Planet a fascinating body, and would
distillation."
they are all for continuing Mar- "flash
The space science board of
tian studies.
the National Academy of SciNASA is embarked on the ences, recognizing all the argu- SAN ANTONIO, Tex.—(NPI)
$1.25 billion Voyager program ments against life on Mars, had — A 29-year-old man who adto "soft land" instruments on speculated that hardy organisms dressed a suicide note to the
Mars (and other planets) to might nevertheless have deve"two women I love and must
sample the soil and, at the
niches here and die loving," tried to kill himWASHINGTON — Federal It is fair, he said, to tell these same time, detect the presence loped in damp
planet.
the
there on
self, by firing a bullet from a
registrars have been ordered states that "the standard that of living creatures if any. The Mariner's confirmation
of
his
into action in nine counties of you have adopted for yourself agency hopes to land a Voyager Mars extremely thin atmos- small caliber pistol into
head.
the Deep South — to start re- ... now you have got to apply capsule on Mars in 1971.
phere and its strong indication
gistering new voters right that same standard to Ne- There is no sign whatever that that the planet never had liquid After shooting himself, he
away.
groes." Katzenbach made the NASA will abandon Voyager. water do not give comfort to went next door to the home of
Their orders are to list all statement in a television inter- Long before Mariner, Dr. Hom- such speculations.
a friend, and collapsed at the
er E. Newell, chief of NASA's, Until this year, the firmest neighbor's feet when the door
comers, without reference to view Sunday.
race or the ability to read or Justice Department employes office of space sciences and ap- scientific support for the notion was opened.
plications, said Voyager's mis- of Martian life was based on Seriously wounded, but ex.
write.
worked through the weekend to
In the past, Southern states implement as quickly as possi- sion was to explore the solar studies of sunlight reflected pected to recover is Charles
f r o m the Martian surface. Jackson, 29, reportedly recenthave registered illiterate white ble the new voting rights law. system.
If it should find life some- These studies suggested the ly estranged from his wife.
voters willingly. In order to be
Tuesday the Justice Depart- where, fine. If it should find no presence of organic substances
officials
federal
, consistent,
William Harris, 23, said that
ment planned to file suits
have ruled, Negro voters now against state and local poll life outside the Earth, fine such as are manufactuerd on Jackson knocked on his door
would
it
plants.
case,
living
either
by
Earth
In
again.
must be registered on the taxes in Alabama, Texas and
and ar.nounced that he shot
add to man's knowledge of Last spring the author of
same basis.
Virginia similar to the suit space.
himself'
reported
these
interpretations
The nine counties — four in brought against Mississippi SatHan -is put Jackson into his
Mariner's big blow to htose that further analysis showed car, and started for Brooke
Alabama, three in Louisiana urday.
erroneous. Another
were
they
Martians
in
believe
to
want
who
and two in Mississippi — were
Army Medical center. TravelDepartment's argument was its fine photographs of bit of evidence for life on Mars
designated by U.S. Atty. Gen. The
ing at a high rate of speed, he
the same as giant craters, some of which was the seasonal color changes
be
to
certain
was
Nicholas Katzenbach. He acted
was stopped by the police.
Mississippi — must have been gouged by noted by astronomers.
against
used
that
under the new voting rights
Harris explained his speedthe poll tax bears no rea- meteorites at about the time But these, it has been establaw which went into effect four that
caused ing and handed the officer a
sonable relationship" to any the planet came into being a- lished, could have been
days ago.
by solar radiation and tempera- writing tablet which contained
legitimate voting interests and round five billion years ago.
He
The federal registrars were
scientists ture effects on minerals in the an apparent suicide note.
all
is discriminatory simply be- Practically
to the
continue
to
allowed
was
selected by the federal Civil
crust.
Martian
on
opinions
have
to
cause whites are better able qualified
a police escort.
Service Commission from re- than Negroes to pay it.
the subject believe Earth's life Dr. William H. Picketing, hospital, With
gular federal employees in the
nine-county Deep South area.
vvvvvvvv v'ev v v v vws‘,1 v v tt
"They were set to begin' wo
Tuesday morning.
Other Southern areas may b
singled out later on, Katzenbach indicated — but he als
said he was hopeful that voluntary compliance with the new
law may make federal vote registrars unnecessary in localities whose local officials may
recognize the handwriting on
the wall.
Of the nine counties named
for immediate federal attention, Xatzenbach s a i d: "The
percentage of voting age white
citizens registered in these
counties ranges from 65 to 100
per cent. The percentage of
Plus Tax
registered
Negroes
ranges
trom two to 10 per cent."
Katzenbach defended the fed[With Approved Credit)
.erally required registration of
illiterate Negroes in the south
who would be ineligible to vote
in some northern states. He
said the situation was not unfair because the southern
states have been registering illiterate whites.
BY JOSEPH L. MYLER
WASHINGTON, — (UPI) — It has been a bad
year for those who want to believe there is life on
Mars.
The amazing Mariner 4 photographs released this
week practically demolished that belief except for
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U.S. Registrars
To Sign Voters
In 9 Counties
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6 Bottle
Carton
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New Jim Crow

SOAP

1964 PONTIAC
Bonneville Cony. Air

Unit Formed

$2895
2095

1964 CHEVROLET
Imp. Spt. Coupe
DENVER — (UPI) — The
Citizens Council of America, a
segregationist organiz at io n,•1964 CHEVROLET
formed a Denver chapter after •Monza, 4 in Floor, Like New
forcibly ejecting several news.
Y4) 1963 FORD
men from their meeting.
4 Dr, V.8, Power Steering
Outside, 150 members of

Palmolive Gold Bar
10

6
Convenient
Locations

1

SALE

Stewart

BAR-B-Q- sBPraivnYd
at
SAUCE

•

x
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Fresh Frozen

•No Coupons V.,„_
e No Paws!
•No Forced .<
Pu'relinses

Love Prompts
Man To Shoot
Self In Head

25C
3511 Park

at

Highland

973 So. Third
at Walker
1378 Hollywood at
Chelsea
3362 Summer

National

1578 Lamar Ave.

HOGUE & KNOTT

Civil Rights groups picketed the
meeting. But the picketing was
orderly and there were no incidents except those involving
the newsmen.
Phil Mueller of radio station
KIMN and Art Peterson of
television station KBTV both
complained they were "roughed up" by citizens council
members when they tried to
walk into the meeting. Some
other reporters also were kicked out.
Retired Navy Cmdr. Harold
R. Willis of suburban Golden,
Colo., walked out in protest against the ban on newsmen.
Willis, who identified himself
as a Goldwater Conservative,
said he felt they should have
been admitted because he believes in freedom for all groups.
Admission was by Invitation
only, but some members of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) had acquired invitations and attended the meeting
—apparently without the council knowing of their affiliation.
About 100 persons attended
the meeting.

$1495
1295
2095
1195
$850;

1963 OLDSMOBILE
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1963 PONTIAC
Lemons, 2 Dr.

1960 CHEVROLET
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Full Power, Air
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$1095
$1895
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1
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1958 OLDSMOBILE
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1954 OLDSMOBILE
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1955 FORD
Standard
1957 FORD
station Wagon

.. .

1961 RAMBLER
Station Wagon, 4 new Tires, Cleanest
In Town

1957 OLDSMOBILE
4 Dr. Full Power, Air

$895
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The John Arnolds Entertain For Guests During Colorful Luau

t Propulle
asadena,
contends
believing
xist and
stigated,
• Science
even if
anet, its
1 history
ted Mariso-called
or nearly
n ixispirawriters.
ers have
s corms. No teleographed
o signs of

pts
oot
x.—(NPI)
who adto the
nd must
kill himfrom a
into his

LUAU GESTS .. . Left to right: Dr. Howard Jordan, Mrs.
Jordan, Mrs. Frank Marnhout, Mr. Marnhout, Mrs. Law

LUAU GUEST .. . Seen chatting are left to right: Mrs.
liarry T. Cash, Mrs. Hollis F. Price, Miss Erma I.ee Laws,

Mrs. Roscoe McWilliams, Mrs. John Outlaw, Mrs. Jolts
Brinkley, and Mrs. Taylor Ward.

MOH . . . Si's Mrs. J. B. Arnold, Jr., as she puts a
lei around the neck of br. Howard Jordan, President of
sasannah stale College as Mrs. Jordan and Mr. Arnold

look on. The Jordans were guests of honor at a luau at the
Dindermere Town and Country Club.

rence Seymour, Dr. Seymour. Mrs. A.F. Saville, Dr. Saville,

but ex.
Charles
ly recentwife.
said that
his door
he shot
into his
r Brooke
. Travelspeed, he
olice.
is speedofficer a
contained
note. He
ue to the
escort.

COLORFUL COSTUMES .
were worn by Squire H. T.
Lockard, Mrs. Emmitt 0. limy, Jr, Mrs. H. T. Lockard,

Mrs. Howard Jordan, D. Jordan, Mrs. Charles Tarpley,
Mr. Tarpley, and Mrs. Lawrence Wade.

OUT OF TOWNERS AT LUAU .. . Some other out of town
guests seen with the guests of honor at the Luau at the
Windermere Town and Country Club are left to right: Mrs.
Andrew Haney, Mrs. Eula Harris, Durham, North Carolina,
Sammie White, Mrs. Nola Cot, Durhem, North Carolina,

J. R. Arnold, Jr., host, his daughter Mrs. Lawrence Seymour and Dr. Seymour, St. Louis, Mrs. Lucille Ford, Jack.
son, Mississippi, Mrs. J. R. Arnold, Jr. host*ss, Dr. Howard
Jordan, and Mrs. Jordan, guests of honor from Savannah,
Georgia. (Photo bw Withers)

AN INFORMAI. CHAT — Pausing for photographer during an informal ehal are, from left. Mrs. Samuel Johnson,
Thomas Willis. Mrs. A. E. Horne and Samuel Johnson.
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Hunt and their teenage son Percy, Jr
Mr. and Mrs. Percy
told 'Ads
F
Campbell' and her brother and sister-in-law, Clifford
Bey St. home after attending the World
their
in
back
are
joying swimming.
Stockton.
the
of
partaking
and
York.
conversation
New
in
Others enjoying animated
traveler sis.
Jr. and her young son John III a
Mrs. Bessie Rhodes on Edith has as her world
P IIN••••••••••••••••• delicacies were: Margaret and Roscoe McWilliams, Althea
Mrs. John E. Jordan,
is here from Saudi Arabia. Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. C. J. Walker
who
Murray
parents,
mae
Ethel
Ida
cousins,
Mrs.
her
ter.
with
Jordan's
Hozay
visiting Dr.
Price, Augusta Cash, Johnetta
Health Organization whose office
her mother in St. Louts arts
World
visited
with
is
m
o
T
nurse
also
and
a
Helen
Murray,
Jordan
Stevens,
and Squire Hosea Lotkard, Callie
was in Nashville. Mrs.
and John is in Geneva, Switzerland. Before going to Arabia she
Minneapolis. Dr. Jordan will join his family for the:,
in
sister
her
'Hayes, Lealer Mason with Melvin Conley, Juanita
Mrs.
Libera.
James Byte, Vi- Sudan in Africa and prior to that she was in
Brinkley, Atty. A.A. Letting Ophella and Dr.
visited their return trip home.
they
where
Jr,,
Cincinnati
in
Onnie,
sister
and
her
sons
Gladys
met
their
Speight,
Oscar
Rhodes
Mildred and Onzie Horne and
vian and Thomas Willis, Jewel and Dr.
Mr.
Andrew sister, Mrs. Daisy Tucker and a nephew and his family,
trip to the World Fair.
and Dr. Edward Reed, Dorothy and Joseph Westbrook,
Merrick are home after a motor
Indiana.
Gary,
in
Robinson
daughter Debbie and friend
Mississippi and Mrs. Harold
Jackson,
her
from
Harris,
Ford
Lucille
Dailey,
Thelma
Georgia
Mrs.
and
And
Rhonda and Mrs. Davis'
Meeting this week in Chicago are local
Atty. J. 0.
Brewer,
daughter
Harper
Alpha
the
Attending
Johnson,
her
Samuel
and
Davis
and
Rose
Mary
Edna
home after attending
Sam. chapter Prexy Joseph Westbrook, Willie Lindsey, Jr., Wallace Mrs.
Randle,
also
John
are
and
Adelaide
Thompson
Tarpley,
Helen
Ralph
Jr.,
Patterson,
young brother,
Washington where they
Repre- Wilburn, Jr., and Addison Morrison.
York World's Fair and visiting
mie White and Dr. Arthur Flowers, and Missouri State
New
the
at the Ampoping in on her in Congressman
sentative DeVerne Lee Calloway.
And with the Deltas at their National Convention
surprised Marjorie Ulen by
O
Dr. Clara
Supreme Court Building,
Mrs. N. M. Watson and Mrs. B. G. Olive, Jr., bade Bethle- Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Jr., Dr. and Mrs. W. Bisson,
Grider's office. They visited the
•
beautiful Brawner, who went from Miami where she was vacationing
the Lincoln Memorial, the WashO N111111••■■••11•1111••■•
hem Center Social Workers with a farewell party in the
the Capitol, the White House,
s grave.
Kennedy's
back lawn of Mrs. Watson's well appointed Walker Avenue Dr. A. T. Martin and Dr. L. A. Johnson.
ington Memorial and President
ERMA LAWS
Am
Junior high school students,•
to
interesting
manse, "Lemuel." The honorees who had each spent thirteen
especially
(GUEST COLUMNIST)
And with the Deltas at their National Convention a tthe
was
Johnson sign the Voting
chairs, palm years here were Miss Louise Wicks, who returned to her home basaador Hotel in Los Angeles are local Delta President, Miss
Debbie and Rhoda to see President
Hurricans lights, cabana, colorful lounge
television the other daz,
blazing in Colorado and Miss Mary Lou Bond who went back home to
Mrs. Ernestine
Deltas,
inumus,
local
sarongs,
other
and
leis,
Brooks
music,
Yvonne
Mose
Bill in the Capitol Building on
Rights
trees, authentic Hiwaiian
,
M r s.
hut, a crowing roos- Missouri.
Cunningham, Mrs. Mary Collier, Miss Phyllis Brooks,
had just recently visited the Capitol.
they
since
colorful shirts, crazy balloon pants, a grass
and
island flavored ribs,
Blue and pink were artistically used in the decorations
Whalum journeyed to the State University of
Bruce, Mrs. Hattie House and Miss Maggie McDowell.
D.
H.
Pearl
Mrs.
ter atop a heavily laden feast table of
Institute at
his Ph.D. in Music. Dr.
livers in sherry wine, the Japanese lanterns which were all around the lawn lent an
Mose Yvonne had just returned from a French
Iowa to see her son Wendell receive
chicken, shrimp curried rice, chicken
you ask where intimate atmosphere for the party which drew some fifty guests the Colorado State University in Fort Collins, Colorado before Whalum heads the music department at Morehouse college and
tropical fruits and many many more delicacies,
the opporClariee Guy of Little Rock,
Johnny Arnold's luau who had worked closely with the ladies at Bethlehem Center.
she was jetting off again. While in Colorado she had
is married to the former Miss
are we and we say we're at Juanita and
Inspiration for this
The Board Members of Bethlehem Center were there as tunity to develop horseback skill at Horse Tooth Reservior, Arkansas. Mrs. Whalum and hr son and daughter-m-law have
at the Windermere Town and Country Club.
he's prexy were the Board Members of the United Church Women, the visit an old mining town, see the opera "Marion" at Central
gone on to Canada to vacation.
sumptuous affair were Dr. and Mrs. Howard Jordan,
Harold is honsiii:
daughter and son- Board Members of the YWCA and the Woman's Society of City Opera House and really visit a number of cities in ColoArnold's
the
and
college
State
And another member of the Whalum clan,
Savannah
of
presented
who
church
on
Methodist
West
out
Centenary
Service of
Mexico while
Louis.
Association in New York Mrs:
St.
visit
Christian
of
to
plans
Seymour
She
Insurance
Wyoming.
Lawrence
and
National
rado
Mrs.
the
and
from
Dr.
in-law
H. A::
Juanita and the honorees with gifts of silver.
this trip.
where he was re-appointed to the Executive Committee.
Upon arriving each guest was greeted by
stunning
Insurance Assde
was
The hostesses thoughtfully wrote the names and addresses
Juanita
lei.
a
presented
and
"Aloha"
Mrs. Charles Washburn are home after an exten- Gilliam was elected president of the National
Johnny with
and
Mr.
ribbons
colored
different
and along curl of each guests and attached them to
pick ciation. Congrats to the both.
in a long mu mu, a huge lei around her neck
sive Eastern trip. From here they motored to Nashville to
jetted off to
making a colorful bouquet and gave them to the honorees. Mrs.
is with Television Radio and Film ComMrs. Harold Evans and her young son Eugene,
who
Cecil,
attached to her dark tresses.
son
their
up
letter
the poolside Watson and Mrs. Olive also gave each honoree a silver
Guests went all out for the informal attire and
mission there and from there they went on to Roanoke, Virginia, New York World Fair over the week-end.
trip
the guests holder.
And Mr. and Mrs. Fred Osborne are enjoying a leisure
atmosphere proved conductive for gaiety. Some of
Boston, New York City where they saw "Golden Boy" and the
and Jack
Missouri State Representative Mrs. DeVerne Lee Calloway
New York, where they visited Mrs. in California. Mrs. Zernia Peacock ran into them while she was
Jamaica,
and
were: Laurie and Atty. Russell Sugarmon, Jr., Mary
Fair,
World's
Se- is visiting her mother, Mrs. Sadie Lee on Shaw. Mrs. Calm.
marathon traveling
Robert, Ceneta and Sam Qualls, Betty and Dr. Alphonso
Washburn's brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. out in Los Angeles. Methinks Zernia is doing
and Char. way was the first Negro elected to the Missouri House of Repreher other brother and sister-in- this summer, first the East Coast and then the West Coast.
visited
they
Boston
in
vUle, Mildred and Onzie Horne, Marion Pride, Lois
and
Rice
Wade, sentatives. Naturally she's spending some of her time with her
Mrs. Gloria Lindsey is home from summer study at Disci:.
lie Tarpley. Norma and Leon Griffin, Ann and Lawrence
law, Mr. and Mrs. Norvell Rice and their family. Both brothers
W.P. sister and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Charles !Less who with
which are only accesible by mouth College in Hanover, New Ilampshire.
Vermut
in
Married and Claiborne Davis, Marvin Tarpley, Jana and
cottages
summer
have
and their daughter, Katky and Sather, Charles Iles, Sr., have just
So nice to hear the Mrs. Dorothy Evans is improving nicely
Davis and with them her sister, Louise Davis, Maxine
boat which proved a delightful experience for the Washburns
Mite- come back from New York where they visited their aunt, Mrs.
Frank Marnhout, Dr. Leland Atkins, Jency and Leonard
little three year old grandchild, Pamela Carter, who is the after a stint in Crump Hospital.
Mrs.
sister
their
visited
they
where
Washington
Iles and
We were proud to hear that Burleigh Hines, who was frit
gull Reeves, and Mrs. Nola Cox and Mrs. Eula Harris, both Louise
'
daughter of their daughter and son-in-law, Jackie and Addison
Marjorie then and her debutante daughter, Lynn.
merly with the Tri-State Defender is now with the Daily News
Durham, North Carolina.
of Compton, Calif.
Carter
former
and
worker
social
Miss Delores Stockton, Chicago
to the fellow. He and his wife,
Waterine Outlaw was watching her husband, John swim
Their son Cecil was proud to give his parents a guided tour in Chicago. Adoff of the wig
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Stockton
degree. Theresa, are now the parents of a son and two daughters.
as was Louise Ward watching Taylor and Martha Horne watch Memphian is
master's
his
received
he
where
University
Syracuse
of
and
Leonard
her sister and brother-in-law, Wilma
ing her husband Dr. Arthur Earl. Jolene Sawyer was also en on Polk and
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New Club Organized
For Teenage Girls

1

es,44

a
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sey and junior bridesmaid Miss Clara Batts. Groomsmen
are Charles Gilbert Edward Lindsey, Hiram Houston, Winston Bennett and Edward Pettigrew. Flower girls are
Sheri Lynn Wilson and Angella Squalls, Dwight Wilson and
Archie Crenshaw pages, and Reggie Crenshaw ringbearer.
(Hooks Bros. Photo)

SUMMER WEDDING — Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee Bullock
and members of their wedding party are seen here in the
sanctuary of St. Jude Baptist church following the early
summer nuptials. Miss Dorothy Davis was maid of honor
and Hosea(lariette, Jr. best man. Bridesmaids are Misses
Norma Squall, Genevieve Jones, Ann Kirk, Ledora Mos-

411

A new city-wide social club is Robinson, Sandra Simpson, Katbeing sponsored by the grad- rina Wortham, Karen Sander.
uate chapter of Alpha Kappa bin, Patricia Simpson, Carol McAlpha sorority, the (TIC) Im- Daniel, Freda Greene and Marprovement club,
jorie Mitchell.
Its membership is made up of Also Gwendolyn
Williams,
girls from six Memphis high Sandra Berry, Gloria Logan,
Carver, Douglass, Johnnie Milan, Joy Miller,
schools:
Hamilton, Manassas, Melrose, Gloria Brown, Tommie Green,
and Booker T. Washington.
Francine Guy, Eunice Hines
The clubs' purposes are to and Bessie Mitchell.
give service to the community, Guests included Albert Flohelp improve teenage youth, and wers, Robert Woodard
to participate in worth-while Kennet
Williams. Raymond
civic projects
Wells, Alfred Bolden, Ilarvey
The officers are Rosemary
Wilson, Nancy Sims, Cecil LinWaller, president, Carver; Katcoln, James Knight, Joseph
rina Wortham, vice president,
Tate, Leavy Matthews and NaaWashington; Karen Blair, sec- mon Johnson.
ond vice president, Carver;
Francine Guy, secretary, Man- Other were Barbara Tabor
McClaassas; Regina Johnson, assist- Walter Barber, Bertrand
ant secretary, Douglass; Patri- rine, Erroll Johnson, Madeline
cia Simpson, treasurer; Sandra Curry, John Cooper, Howard
Hill, sergeant-at-arms, Manas- Terry, Patricia Dixon, Ree
sas; Gloria Brown, chaplain, Vance Gates, Reginald ThompMelrose, and Freda .Greene of son, Billy Hill, Donald Sherman,
Hamilton and Marjorie Hudson Victor James and Jesse Brown.
Some of the TIC members unof Melrose, reporters.
able to attend were Krystal
HOLDS PARTHY
The club held a party recently Coleman, Emma Mayweather,
Fletcher, LaJuana
at the home of Mrs. Mildred Sammie
Turner of 2027 Worthington cir- Johnson, Elaine McCollins, Liland Gwendolyn
cle, and among those present lian Rooks
Blair, Miriam Bowden.
were Karen
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Bulluck-Clariette
Wedding At St. Jude

An Illinois 'Conductor'

United in marriage during a bridesmaids" dresses ss c r
summer wedding at the St. Jude sleeveless yellow peau de soie1
Baptist church were Robert Lee with matching yellow shoes and
Bulluck and Miss Doris Gene veils, and they carried yellow
Clariette who are now making long-stemmed American red
their home at 1430 S. Orleans
roses.
Officiating at the ceremony
Miss Dorothy Davis v) as the
pasD.
the
J.
White,
was Rev.
maid of honor Bridesmaids
tor.
were Misses Norma Squalls,
Given in marriage by her Genevieve Jones, Ann Kirk,
Clariette
mother. Mrs. Dorothy
Ledora Massey, and Miss Clara
the bride wore a gown of rayon Batts junior bridesmaid.
beau-ganza over a taffeta with
Flower girls were Sheri Lynn
a scoop neckline and elbow. Wilson and Angelia Squalls,
length sleeves.
who wore sleeveless yellow
A panel of silk embroidery peau de soie shift style dresses.
cevered the bodice and extend- GROOMSMEN
ed down the front of the skirt to Hosea Clariette, Jr.. brother
the hemline, with soft fullness of the bride, was the best man.
on either side with a set-in back Groomsmen included Charles
belt and small tailored bow with Gilbert. Edward Lindsey, Hiram
chapel length train.
Houston, Winston Bennett and
The bridal headpiece was a Edward Pettigrew.
tiny petaled flower of illusion
Reggie Crenshaw was ring.
and pearls spray and had a
waist-length imported illusion bearer, and Dwight Wilson and
veil. Her bouquet was of white Archie Crenshaw pages.
orchids and lilies of the valley. Miss Shirley McCray and Mrs.
Jessie Crenshaw were soloists
THE MOTHERS
The bride's mother. Mrs. and Miss Carolyn McCray the
Dorothy Clariette. wore a beige organist.
Chantilly lace with matching Among the guests were the
jacket with low square scoop groom's sister. Miss Jean Bulneck, beige ostrich shoes and luck, Mr and Mrs. 0. Boykin',
gloves and accessories to match. Mrs. L. M. Collins, Mrs. GerMrs. Areatha Bulluck, the trude Nelms, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
groom's mother, wore an em- Carr and Elaine; Mrs. P. A.
broidered sheer pink sheath Hill, Ray Thomas, Percy Coople,
dress with short sleeves, and Mr. and Mrs Charles Haskell.
Rev. and Mrs J. S. White and
white shoes and gloves.
The color scheme of the wed- Pat, Mrs. Bessie Matthews and
ding was yellow and white. The Mrs. Mary Armstrong.

John Hossack, Abolitionist

BY EUGENE PIETER ROMAYN. FELDMAN
Teacher of History, Britannic' Academy
The exciting story about John Hossack, an Ottawa,
Illinois businessman, and how he helped a runaway slave
reach freedom, is not often told.
John Hossack was born in Scotland, a country of
free and proud people. They not only love their freedom
but have opened their doors, schools and churches to all
oppressed. When Negroes, during slavery-time in America found few schools that would admit them, Scotland
opened her scholastic institutions to them.
It was this free Scotch air that John Hossack first
breathed in 1808. Later he came to the United States and
settled in Ottawa a small community not far from Chicago. Here he became engaged in the grain and lumber
business but he was more interested in helping slaves
escape than anything else. He was a successful businessman and had a mansion in Ottawa. Here slaves were
hidden as they came from the South enroute to freedom.
Siossack could be properly called a "conductor" on
the undergroud railroad. He brought them to safety to a
"depot", a friendly home or hideaway along the escape
route.
The "conductors" instructed fleeing slaves which
way to go, who to look out for, and what and where the
next "depot" was located.
In 1844, Hossack was escorting three slaves from
his home to Chicago. On the way a gang tried to intercept him but was quicker and more clever. He and his
"passengers' made the trip safely to Chicago.
Later, when a slave was enroute to Ottawa, Hossack received a telegram from other underground railroad workers saying, "Meet friends at depot." Hossack
went down to the real train station and there he saw
a slave and his son being taken off the train with the
constable and three well known kidnappers. The slave
had a trace chain fastened to his leg and rope around
his neck. Hossack had a good strong voice and he spoke
wels.
a
a
Sinatra
sort.
M
personally
HYANNIS PORT.
for all to hear on behalf of the slave. He said that
out
her
comed
was
aboard.
that woman
(UPI) — Who
Negro's only crime was that he wanted freedom.
this
1
in
light
She
was
dressed
yacht?
aboard the Sinatra
all in Ottawa heard that a fugitive slave had been
Soon
sweatblack
a
slack.:,
Kencolored
F.
John
Mrs.
It was not
caught, that he was being held by the constable, and that
nedy, a family spokesman said.1 er, white sneakers and had a
three white men were ready to take him back to the South.
Even Mrs. Kennedy is cur-1 white kerchief on her head. She
carried a white handbag.
Sous.
The people of Ottawa were greatly aroused and they
"I wonder who that woman i To the trained—and untrained
alarm the enrang all the community's church bells to
was? It wasn't me," Jacqueline leye—it looked like Jacqueline.
Then Hostire countryside. Heated meetings were held.
was quoted as asking Pemela 1 Photographs of the woman
took legal action to set the slave free.
friends
his
likeness
remarkable
a
and
sack
'showed
secretary
Turnure, her private
First Lady.
The courtroom was crowded when the case was
The mien's, which baffled to the former
the
of
study
careful
more
A
Hossack's friends were all there. The court rehave
heard.
who
veteran newsmen
that the 'rem
his friends
itisclated
rictures
the
meanderines
fused to offer a favorable decision. Mosses: and
Nig covered
have t-een Pat Lawof the Kennedy elan, began an might
immediate action. Hossack then shouted to the futook
sister-In-law
when a woman hoarded the 'ford, Jsequeline's
gitive slave, "If you want your liberty comet" Now
actor Peter Law
Sinatra yacht Saturday as it and wife of
qukk, decisive action followed.
Sin
of
time friend
anchored off this summer re- lord. A long

A friend of Hossack, Dr. James Stout, managed to
separate the Negro from the U.S. Marshal. Hossack
threw himself into the path of the officer who tried to
give chase. The abolitionists in court made a lane for
him and the slave ran outside to a waiting carriage.
While some abolitionists fought off the slavers, other
good friends sat ready in the carriage to make a dash
for liberty. Some officers of the law quickly made their
*

;
0,

DONNIE M. TODD

Local Nurse Plans
Wedding August28
Miss Donnie Marva Todd will ing in Washington, D.C.. where
become the bride of Sherman she was member of Chi Eta
Mathews in a ceremony to be Phi sorority.
performed at the Greenleaf Miss Todd is a member of the
CME church on Saturday, Au- nursing staff of E. H. Crump
gust 28.
Memorial hospital.
Mn. Mathews is also a gr •
The bride-elect is the daughand
uate of Woodstock High ac
Wilson
Maudie
ter of Mrs.
the stepdaughter of John Wil- and has served five years in e
son of Memphis.
United States Air Force.
The prospective bridegroom The bride-elect resides with
is the son of Mrs. Beatrice her grandmother, Mrs. Annie SI
Wright of Millington.
Todd, and an aunt, Miss Donnie
A graduate
of Woodstock Mae Todd of Millington.
High School, Miss Todd took After a brief wedding trip,
her nurse training at the Freed- the couple plans to establish
men's Hospital School of Nurs- residence in Memphis.

Klan Leader

In Ga. Rally

ATLANTA — (UPI) — Ala- "We are inviting every pabama Ku Klux Klan leader Ro- triotic white person who believes
bert Shelton plans to join Geor- in the tenets of the christian
gia Klan leaders in Americus religion and the constitution to
Sunday afternoon for a rally in support our meeting at the Sumthat racially-troubled southwest ter county courthouse Sunday
•
Georgia city.
at 2 p. m.," Craig said.
Calvin 'Craig, Grand Dragon "I think this is going to be a
United Klans of America, said V ery interesting meeting,"
Shelton's presence is required. Craig said.

Jackie Says,'Who Was That
Lady On Sinatra's Yacht?'

JO i

Hossatar

way to the prancing horses but Hossack fought them
away. Soon all that could be seen of the slave and his
friends in the carriage was a cloud of dust in the distance.
For this "crime" of helping a slave reach freedom,
Hossack. Dr. Stout, and fifteen others were indicted.
They were taken to Chicago and lodged in jail. The
fine,
court imposed a sentence of 10 days in jail, a $100
and court costs of $591.
WentThe mayor of Chicago at that time was John
of slavery
worth And he was sympathetic to the abolition
friends. Mayor Wentand to the work of Hogback and his
Democrat. In the
Daily
the
of
editor
also
was
worth
columns of his paper the mayor called upon Chicagoans

to visit Hossack in jail. Many did, and they brougha
.
flowers, candy, fruit and cakes to help the abolitionist"
endure the plain jail fare.
This is what mayor Wentworth wrote to his fellow
Chicagoans about Hossack:
Scotchmen, patriots and citizens, visit John Boasack. Remember our friends
an d e stosf bfreedom
e paid,.. as bound with
.
these fironue
costs
Later when Stephen Douglas, the apologizer for sla•
very, held an election campaign in Chicago, Mayor Wentworth wrote:
"On one side of the jail, were men who had done
only what Christ and His apostles would have done —
what every man with a true heart to humanity must
have done. On the other side a man who as best, cares
not whether slavery is voted up or voted down; cares not
whether our country shall be free or slave, cares not
whether the laborer shall own his own sinews and the
fruit of his own toil or whether they shall be the property of another."
This then was John Hossack and his wonderful friends
in their action for freedom. Of 'Illinois men as these, sip
can be rightly proud. They are indeed the spiritual a
cestors of our present marchers against segregation.
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HUMBOLDT NEWS
ly. Also absent, was the intendCHURCH NEWS
returnThe churches of this city have ed hostess who had not
who is.
been filled with activities for ed from Chicago, but
fine.
the summer months, with great now home and doing
emphasis on stimulating the It was quite an experience
youth for Christian responsibili- for the Reverend, who during
his lifetime has helped and
ty.
Rev. L. T. Purcham and his reared quite a family.
members were host to a district His nephew, Houston Vance,
conference that met in July, is a blessing to him in his old
and everything was reported age standing by him whenever
lovely for the meeting. The he needs him, not just one day
church also sent delegates to but every day.
the youth meeting in Memphis. liumboltans se ay are Miss
St. James Baptist is in the Enid Sims and Glenda to Calimidst of a massive building pro- fornia, Mrs. Marie Robinson to
gram under the leadership of Gary, Ind., Mrs. Frances Givens
their pastor, Rev. J. T. Free- and daughter, Frances to New
man, who has a record as a York City.
church builder. The massive Other trips will be nientioned
structure in showing up as the next week.
beams that will support the Mrs. Lucy Collier, mother of
sanctuary are towering in their Mrs. Cottrell Thomas, is conplaces. Much success in this ef- fined to her home after a short
fort is hoped for by this com- time in St. Mary's She is doing
munity.
fairly well now.
Morning Star Baptist under
Rev. J. H. Harris, is all astir
getting in readiness, everything
to make the annual session of
the West Tennessee Associacently. Besides Arts and Crafts, the campDISPLAYING CRAFTS . . . Letitia Weattion, the best ever.
ers were taught swimming. Nature study,
hers, (right), is pictured displaying an art
outstanding pre-convention
An
and First Aid. They also had cook-outs and
during the conreceiving a bouquet of carna- program will be given on Monpictures
classmates
is
.
.
.
fellow
to
craft
ORATOR
THE
FOR
ARNAT1ON
a series of parties. Mrs. Ann Weathers was
Trezevant
Samuel Smith, State chair- day night Aug. 9. at the church.
Elder
Thedora
the
of
from
tions
the
session
of
cluding
winner
Briggs,
Faye
Paula
Miss
director and eleven counselor assisted her.
man of the Youth Department, during a Choirs of the city as well as surNeely Camp sponsored by the YMCA, re"State Oratorical Contest" sponsored by the
will participate.
in her honor.
areas
recently
held
rounding
program
Christ,
in
God
of
Churches
West Tennessee
The 23rd Biennial Convention
The public is welcome to the
sessions which will be held day — Southeastern Association di
Clubs was
and night from Tuesday thru Colored
Friday, with special invitation held recently at Hampton Instito the Monday night program. tute, Hampton Institute, VirginVACATION TRIPS
Miss Mable Northcross paid Among the Tennesseans presher usual visit to her sister, ent at the convention were,
Miss Lila Northcross, bringing Mrs. Mary D. King, Miss Fredwith her from the Homer J. die Jones. and Miss Frances E.
Phillips hospital in St. Louis, Tharpc all of Memphis. Also
their leadership and fiof
WASHINGTON, D.C., — The nationa1 leader of pand
Allison
, Miss Grace Johnson, head of Mrs. Prudence
nancial commitment in this
Federal
for
called
movement
control
the nursing department, who Clarksville.
the U.S. Birth
field."
enjoyed her trip so much last States represented at the consupport for a $90,000,000 a year investment in public
If ser-ices are offered, the
year she was happy to be in- vention were, Alabama, Georplanning services to America's impoverished will take advanvited again.
gia, Florida, Mississippi, North funds to give family
tage of them just as the educaThey enjoyed a motor trip to
,South Carolina, 1, ir- poor.
ted and well-to-do have done
. r. lIna
as
Memphis to visit Mrs. Theresa Ca°
country
own
our
to
plieable
guna, and Tennessee.
—
on
appropriati
Such Li
ter decades and "the old adage
Perkins, also a nurse, and her
All states presented partici- "small compared to the current It is to the developing nations that the rich get richer and the
mother, Mrs. Della Ford. The
for
expenditure
public
in the Arts and Crafts level of
abroad," he asserted.
poor get children will no longer
trip was enjoyable with a very Peed
other forms of medical care, "W3 reiterate and underscore be true," he predicted.
capable driver. Mrs. Olga Vern display. Tennessee won third
proanti-poverty
and
welfare,
Testifying in support of pendBaskerville, making it possible. place in the competition.
"that health
would meet the to- the plea," he said,
Honoring her house guest. Tenneinsseteh'es nests goal isiserfairfstst grams," —
departments, tax-supported hos- ing legislation which would
for
control
birth
for
bill
tal
Miss Lila Northcross invited place
agencies expand Federal programs in
the poverty line pitals and welfare
several to the home for dinner. competition during the 1966 Na- families below
make voluntary birth control an fertility control research asaborillegal
combat
help
and
guests
Along with the house
tional Convention which will be
integral part of their active pro- sistance and services at home
tion now ''a pandemic disease
he maintained that
were Rev. W. S. Vance, Mr. held in Oklahoma City.
F. gr ms. We likewise urge the and ahroad,
Alan
"
magnitude,
Es.
first
Mrs.
cf
Clark,
Jot
has become a
and Mrs.
of apprcpri,te agencies of the family planning
President
M.D.,
,
Memphis,
Guttmacher
of
Hornbeak
tette
human ambition."'
"universal
exto
.
.
.
government
federal
Planned Parenthood -World PopMiss Vivian Grave of Kansas
ulation told the Senate CommitCity and her sister, Pearl, Mrs.
Mrs.
Beautiand
City
Mr.
ishmale,
Mathis,
tee.
Calvert
Mrs.
Mae
Project.
boy
Olo
are
CLEANING-UP . . . Pictured
ful Commissioner, spearheaded the project. William Baskerville, Jackie
Testifying before Senate legis.-scouts and cub scouts cleaning up during a
Jones and Dian Lowery. Each
lators weighing expanded U.S.
receof Foote Home Community clean-up
1
dea
guest received along with
action for population control.
licious dinner, a special gift
Dr. Cuttmacher estimated that
hostess.
from the
the $90.000.000 total drar from
Rev.
city,
the
in
day
The last
Federal, state, and local funds,
nephew Houston, Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Sauls- would meet the needs of a natVance, and
1478
berry,
Eloise
Road, and
1Mrs. Hornbeak and the house
2 million im/
Arthur Eric, returned re- ional caseload of 41
'guests were again the recipients son,
Installed in our Shop!
poverished women, still withfrom
cently
Mid-West
and
their
lof a delicious dinner, which
planning aid.
family
out
Trip.
Coast
East
served a two-fold purpose-as it
Knowing the cost "should
ay, Upon leaving Memphis for
Mrs. Hornbeak s birthday,
the job.
Louis Collier, son of Mr. and
Miss Alteena Claire Foster of
showered with their three-weeks vacation, the spur us to get on with
was
she
and
Aste
1417
of
Collier
Louis
Mrs.
when we recognize
259 West Fay Avenue, daughter
particularly
s
in
ISaulsberry
visited
relatives
gifts.
axiom
st., Memphis, has enrolled as
of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Foster,
Chicago and Detroit. They la- that President Johnson's
REUNION
a student in the Breckinridge
invested in population
15
will he initiated on August 15 VANCE
that
Niand
to
Canada
ter
traveled
inVance residence,
Job Corps Center at Morgancontrol is worth 5100 invested
into Delta Sigma Theta Sorori- At the
was keen as he awaited agara Falls and New York City.
economic growth' is as aplid. Ky.
ty, Inc. at the 28th biennial sea- terest
in
family
the
New
In
City,
York
children
the
of
all
return of
s on which is to be held at the the
oppor-1
every
e is undergoing training in
of
took
advantage
home
in
the
lived
once
who had
Ambassador Hotel in Los An- with him.
communication skills and voItunity to visit all the sights
geles.
cational and technical skills
First arrival was Mrs. Alzata;that attract tourists. Including
A BIG PLUS!
designed to lead to steady emMiss Foster is a graduate of
of Indianapolis who kept the World's Fair.
Booker T. Washington High house for him before his last The Saulsberrys also stayed
prOyment.
-- WHEN YOU BUY FROM US!
four days at Columbia, UniSchool and is enrolled at Siena inarriage.
The average stay of a Job
College where she is pursuing Following were the son, W. S. versity.
Corps student is about one
FOSTER
ALTEENA
,a curriculum in Music. She is Vance Jr., from Topeka, daugh-1 After leaving New York,
year.
Marines and former marines
a member of Centenary Metho- ter, Mrs. Bonnie Vance Pous-,they spent a few days in Cleveall parts of the country
from
is
who
N.Y.
to
Chicago.
St.
and
returned
Albans,
land
GIVEN ON ALL
dist Church, Jack and Jill of saint of
at Montford Point,
served
who
the
of
is
section
preparone
for
Johnson
Mrs.
Now,
supervisor
America, Inc., and is pianist
GLASS and MIRRORS
AUTO
Carolina.
Lejeune, North
,for the Golden Memorial Meth- Welfare department. She has ing to return to work and share Camp
between 1942 and
time
any
tuition
at
full
a
Linher
received
with
also
experiences
her
.odist Church.
from the state to coin Junior High School Stu- 1949 will meet in Philadelphia,
At Siena College, she is active scholarship
Pennsylvania on September
Inc school of her choice dents.
attend
in the Science and Dramatic
17 and 18 for a reunion. Headthis year to further her studies
Clubs.
insthheat field.
quarters will be at the Adelphia
Miss Foster, who is the niece
will attend New York Explain, Please
Phone 948-6624
1852 S. Bellevue
hotel, 13th and Chestnut Sts.
of the late Mrs. Vivian K. Cam- University, beginning in Sept.
For information write: MontROSAL4
eron who was a member of,the With Mrs. Poussaint was her LONDON — (UPI)—The nom- ford Point Marines, Post Office
SCOTT
Memphis Alumnae Chapter of son, Chris, 12 years old. Also erset Association of Parish Box 8751, Philadelphia, PennI HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF
Delta Sigma Theta and Mrs. here for the reunion was Mrs. Councils, remembering they reB. K. Atkins will be accom• Gartrell Booth, a teacher in the present a lot of simple country
Whisk into the kitchen! Give guests or family a
panied to Los Angeles by her public schools of Philadelphia, folk, has submitted a resolution Know Your Negro History
low
Refrigernew taste treat. Serve Coffee Marshmal
imother, Mrs. Alton (Claudia) who is a niece and sister of Mrs. urging public bodies which isFoster, and an aunt, Mrs. The. Holt. With her was her husband, sue official notices to issue with 300 of her people out of slavery
ator Dessert. Its light-as-a-cloud texture comes from
Roscoe Booth, and two sons,
Civil
resa Sims.
Evaporated Milk, the milk that whips to
them a document explaining in the South. During the
Rickie and Ion, and Miss Susie
official notice War, she served as a spy and
three times its original volume. New improved "Velof the other "what the
daughter
Rogers,
scout for the Union Army.
means."
vetized"Carnation makes sauces smoother,meat mixKnow Your Negro History niece, Mrs. Winifred Rogers,,
tures juicier, casseroles creamier. Try it soon—for
who passed last December.
all your cooking needs.
Between 1910 and 940, the pro- Absent was Fred Bennett of
—
STANDARD SOFA
OS
A( HON
portion of Southern Negroes liv- Hope, Arkansas, a nephew, who
THE
rePti RI
1111117
not be present. His
and CHAIR ... up to
ing in cities increased from 22 could
JO:
daughter represented that famiper cent to ..7.2 per cent.
four (4) cushion,
corded Mont ...snap
fasteners ... Cut and
LJLLJ.5"
2636 SUMMER
fit in your horn* ...
152.1606
plain end printed patNow
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terns.
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COFFEE MARSHMALLOW REFRIGERATOR DESSERT
(Makes 8 servings)
2/3 cup Ismail can) undiluted
2 tablespoons instant coffee
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
1 cup hot water
3 cups miniature marshmallows 1 tablespoon lemon juice
16 ladyfingers
1 teaspoon vanilla
Sliced bananas, if desired'
Y2 cup chopped walnuts
Dissolve coffee in hot water in saucepan. Add marshmallows.
Cook over low heat, stirring until marshmallows are melted.
Chill until thickened (about 30 minutes). Add vanilla and walnuts. Chill Carnation in refrigerator tray until soft ice crystal,
form around edges of tray (1045 minutes). Whip until stiff
(about 1 minute). Add lemon juice and whip very stiff (I misstate longer). Fold whipped Carnation into coffee mixture. Separate ladyfingers and use half of them to line the bottom of a
10 x 6 x 2-Inch (1 ti quart) baking dieh. Cover with half the
coffee mixture. Repeat layers. Chill until firm (2 hours). Cut
In squares and serve immediately.
'Arrange a layer of sliced bananas over the second layer of
ladyfingers and garnish top with banana slices.
A Printed in U.S.A. (Ss)

C

Located Next Door To
NEW DAISY THEATRE

A New Attraction Is In Store For
Memphians
Live Entertainment On Week Ends

EXTRA Cn95
SPECIAL JO

Inelvill•g eleetri• windows
and seat.. Factory air. Factory w rrrrrty.

. .$3995 $3695
'65 OldssadStarfire
sir, el...We windows and ovate rasFall power
ter). •Ir. Fitetery w

Y.

'65 DriamIc "88" .$3795
Cear.rtih'64 Olds Jetstar . .$2795
4 Dr Fall power and Teeter, air.
.$3295
"98" H.T.
'64 OldsFactory
air, eleetrie windows
Fall power.
'63 Rambler "660" $1595

$3595
$259[1
$3095
and grain.
$1495

Custom Tailored
Draperies

Fit Opening,
to 32".10leige. Gray
and White

peer station wits.... Automatic, radio & boater, .n.w
tiros. A cream puff.

$1995 81795
'63 Olds Sdn.
e. 1295
inoniliC".lowa""rliif$
rir
Tempest convertible. Auto. Bila vr-w tiros.
$1895 $1695
'63 Ford Tall power. Factary
sir.
Galeria -see".
$ 805 $ 605
'60 Oldsand sir.
itydromatie
$1495 $1295
'60 T-BIrd
Tall power mild air.
Matey. Alaey Mere le Cheese Fre.
Coatilfloned
WM(HI

2136 Seaseme
462-6101

(III

AS ?ION

FOLDING
DOORS
Walkable Heavy Gouge
Plastic Lentleated Over
METAL

•

Specializing In HOME COOKED PIT BA11.11-(1 AND
BAR-B-0 CHICKENS
Open 4 P.M. 'Til 1:00 A.M. Daily

$3895 $3595

Olds (Zi.a.,
'85
Fell power and air,

$995

SOFA PILLOWS
THIS WEER ONLY
FREE LINING
SAMPLES SHOWN
IN YOUR HOME.

PLAIN AND PRINT PATTERNS
BUTTON AND PLAIN STYLES
EACH

80c

Throe For $2.25

,%

216 S. Pauline

Tel. 276-4431
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New Harlem Police Chief
Predicts Long, Cool Summer

CAB Suggests Ways To
Improve Air Service

Deadline Nearing For
Service School Exams

•

High School seniors interest- George Grider, 443 House
ed in appointment to one office Building, Washington,
predictions of another
The man is Capt. Lloyd somber
By WILLIAM WHITLEY
the nation's service academies C.
summer of violence. So far t
Negro
first
The CAB also has proposed go.
the
By REP. GEORGE GRIDER
Sealy,
The
George
—
NEW YORK — (UPI)
not proved true. An
are urged to contact Rep.
that the airlines allow passen- Since it opened two years
"long hot ever to head up the 28th Pre- has
Better airlines service for gers to stop off and visit in in- ago, the new airport has record- man tells yob the
great many people — incl
George Grider as soon as posin Harlem.
cinct
Ls
going
to
summer"
in
Harlem
Memphis is being announced termediate points at no addi- ed a dramatic increase in the
Harlem leaders — are givquiet with no big Just a year ago this month, log
sible.
almost daily, and already plans tional cost. This would permit number of passengers and car- stay cool and
career police- ing a good share of the credit
-old
4E-year
the
streets.
trouble
on
the
"My nominations for class.
atand- persons flying from Miami to go.
in d fore
the
ire
mg beingeg
West to Sealy after the decision to
He says the white people of man took charge of the
terminal building
es starting next July must be ir
Denver or from New York to Financed largely by Federal New York are welcome in 123rd Street Station, a shoddy put in a top Negro cop and to
Memphis Metropolitan Airport. Dallas to spend a day or two funds, the airport terminal is
Increase the percentage of Nemade this fall," Congressman I
Harlem, that you can bring graystene bast!on of the law
More flights with newer visiting friends or taking care the only public building in Shel- your wife or girl friend and do located on an even shabbier groes in the 28th Precinct force
Grider said. "One of my prtequipment have been annowi- of business in Memphis.
by County that is making mon- the restaurants and night spots block of shoulder•Li.shoulder, from 10 to 20 per cent.
mary considerations will be the
tenements "I don't buy the long hot
ced by American, Delta, East- Or, the Memphis business- ey. Take-off and landing fees, in perfect safety.
turn-of-the-century
grade the candidate makes on Women's
summer theory," says Sealy.
ern and Braniff. As a result, man could take an early flight rental of space by airlines and
in the heart of the Negro ghet"Sure, we get a little more
business and commercial cent- to Nashville, spend the day concessions mean revenue for
the open - competitive Civil
to.
in summertime. But I
Service examination, and thel' The women of New Salem ers of the world will be more there and take a later flight on the city.
For five consecutive nights action
think hatreds boil up in
Tennes- to New York or Washington. AIRPORT IMPRESSIVE
befor Sealy was put in com- don't
last exam in Memphis will be Baptist Church, 1189 Mississip- closely linked to West
sunshine."
see.
DISCOVER AMERICA
But the new terminal also has
September 13."
pi Blvd., will observe their
mand M,)lotiv cocktails had Ile paused a while, sitting in
I was privileged to join with In addition to these advan- boosted our community in other
rocks
streets,
Names of persons desiring Fifth Annual Wornen's Day,
landed on the
his almost barren green-painted
Senators Gore and Bass in testi- tages this proposal would give ways. The unique design gives
to take this examination must Sunday, August 15.
were hurled, clubs cracked on ed office (no walnut, no carafe,
fying before the Senate Avia- a big boost to President John- the visitor an impression of
windows
skulls,
and
reach Mr. Grider's office In Mrs. Bernadine Jordan, wife
shoulders
no secretary; just an extra
recently son's Discover America pro- progress and causes people to
Subcommittee
tion
Washington before August 29.
were shattered and storefronts desk, a wallmap of the precinct,
gram.
A
thance
to
remember
our
city.
Almost
stop
off
in
problem
far-reaching
about
the
Only young men who are legal of Rev. J. A. Jordan, First
looted and the sound of shots three chairs and two file cabiof better airline service. This Memphis to visit our shining daily, here in Washington, I
residents of Shelby County w:I1 Baptist Beale, will be the investigation is having results. city should appeal to many hear favorable comments from
and sirens assailed the ears. nets).
til
be considered for appointmente speaker.
It began when a patrolman "We have a greater empat
trans-continental tourists.
colleagues and government ofLOWER FARES
to West Point, Annapolis, the Rev. G. B. Brown is pastor The Civil Aeronautics Board, Of course, the CAB proposals ficials about our beautiful airshot and killed a Negro boy with the people now," says
Air Force and Merchant Ma- of New Salem. Mrs. Daisy Har- which regulates the airlines, are just proposals, but the air- port.
who allegedly charged with a captain. "The colored feel their
rine Academies.
knife. It spread to racially problems are a little better
lines
are
taking
them
The
importance
of
aviation
to
to
heart.
statement
a
major
has
issued
ris is chairman of the program,
mixed Bedford-Stuyvesant in understood. They don't get
Full information concerning
fares on short Although many airlines have Shelby County cannot be overand Mrs. Lottie M. Smith is suggesting lower
Brooklyn and even over to Jer- special treatment. They don't
requirements for admission to
trips such as Memphis to Nash- had a rough time in the past stated. Metropolitan Airport is
chairman of Publicity Commit- ville, improved service to most are reporting all-time rec- truly our "gateway to the
sey City. That was last July expect it. But, like everybody
the academies can be obtained c
and August and the entire New else, they like to think they
by writing Representative tee.
smaller cities, and more coachlord profits this year. Memphis world." and air travel is an im•
York atea used in a kind of have something going for them
is contributing to this boom portant key to the continued
seats.
terror.
. .. not against them.
The latter item was especial- with more passengers and car- growth of our city.
This year there had been "Most people around here are
(APT. SEALY
ly welcome news since most of
hard-working and honest and
• a
us prefer flying "tourist'' and
111101111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111011110 make no problems at all." He
saving the difference in first
wan IIIII11111111111111111111IIIIIIMIlla
says that softly, almost apoloclass fares. The CAB tells me
getically.
that last year 76 per cent of the
Sealy talks about the many
passengers flew coach. yet anyKindly send m• the Tri-State
civic action groups that have
who has tried to book coach
sprung up in Harlem over the
seats in Memphis knows that
Defender to address below
past year. Not civil rights prothe number of seats is limited
testors but organizations set on
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50 and that reservations must be
bettering their own day-to-day
made well in advance of the de- FARMVILLE, Va. —(NP1) — segregated "private" academy,
lot. The clubs and groups run
parture date.
— A battle against illiteracy, more than 1,500 Negro children
the gamut from church to
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
had no formal schooling.
although late, seems near to
school to playground to bat.
In September, 1963, under the
being won and 500 Negro chil- orders of President Kennedy,
thing the old Harlem curse of
drugs. And most of them coma&
dren are learning to read and the Justice Department helped
I
regularly to Sealy for help.W
write this summer as part of set up a privately endowed,
The captain invites you to
the Federal campaign against one-year free school system in
take a stroll with him. He is
Street Addreu
Zon• Nit.
the county, giving Negro stupoverty.
in civilian clothes.
By LEONTYNE HUNT
LeMoyne College's Brownlee
dents their first classroom
Stale
Watinit11111111111111111riatial111111011111ill111111MintimillatilliliallI11111111111111111111111111111111a111111111. The new precinct chief is a
I Hall, centrally located building The intensive methods being schooling since June, 1959.
i Cif`,
,e
I
used to impart a sixth-grade
given at the hospital where you lawyer. He holds other univeron the campus, has been air level of literacy to the deprived However, the level of the Ne- Dear Leontyne Hunt,
Sealy doesn't talk
achievement I am not a patient at Planned will deliver. The classes will sity degrees.
condition, it was announced this children of Prince Edward groes' reading
about it.
raised doubts to the plan's efto
learn
exgive
you
a
chance
F.
President
Hollis
week by
county's Negro community are fectiveness. Scores of the Stan- Parenthood, but a lot of my
Down the steps and into the
regarded as 1 ansong the most
actly what will happen in labor, late afternoon sun in 123rd
Price.
ford Achievement Test showed friends are. They say that they
equipment advanced and promising avail- that the largest single group, have to have a examination by you will be able to ask ques- Street.
Air-conditioning
able.
Down the block to seventh
\\ as
installed upon recommen34 per cent, had only a second- the doctor every year. I just tions, and clear up all your
Ave. and up toward 124th
Prince Edward county, a grade reading ability. A total
dation of the college's board of
doubts and fears. Then you will
why
they
understand
don't
where the action is.
rural Scitithside Virginia tobacrustees. Cost of equipment and co area, was one of the orig- of 61 per cent scored at the need one unless they are going be able to look forward to the
"Now Ilarlem comes togeththird-grade level, or below.
installation was paid by the inal defendants in the U.S. SuLocal anti-poverty officials to have a baby or unless some- happy event with excitement er," says the captain. "It all
American Missionary Associa- I preme Court's school desegre, believe the literacy course may thing is wrong. I haven't had and anticipation.
meets here." He glances up at
lion, founder of LeMoyne.
,„ation decision of 1954.
the Hotel Theresa where someWhy not make your club distinctive by Embroidered
he extended Into the 1965-66 an examination since my last Dear Mrs. hunt,
Brownlee Hall houses some It decided to abolish its pub- school year. In one classroom, baby was born four years ago
seems to be hanging out of
I need a birth control that one
Names and Designs for your uniforms.
classrooms, administrative offi- lic school system and for four attentive students were reading and I feel fine. Why is Planevery window. "All the good
works.
When
I
got
married
five
ces and the lecture hall.
years, while white children at- rapidly from "Gulliver's Tray- ned Parenthood so strict about
. .. all the bad. All the conyears ago my mother told me tacts happen here." Music blartended a hastily established els."
yearly exams?
OUTSTANDING WORK
Mrs. F. P. to douche after relations if I ing from a record shop makes
Dear Mrs. F. P.,
wanted to keep from getting you bend to hear him.
UNUSUAL DESIGNS
Once a woman gets married pregnant. But I guess it just He's only been here a year,
and starts having children, she doesn't work very well for me this head cop. He never workMODERATE PRICES
,hould have a pelvic examina- since I already have three child- ed in the precinct.
So you shake hands and stare
tion once a year without fall. ren.
200 Reduction on lettering if Uniforms
JACKSON, Miss. - NPI)
Sometimes changes take plate Yesterday I was in Wal- downtown on the train and
Whites and Negroes sat down
in our bodies without on r green's to buy some things and thing shunt what you have seen
are Purchased from us.
and heard. A snow job? Maybe.
together last week and launched
("Veil knowing it, but tljese are I saw that they have put some
a new political organization In AMERICUS, Ga. — (NPI)— movement, urged welfare work- the things which the doctor other things on the same shelf The cautious statements of the
Missssippi to support President Seto as a eprisal against the era !) continue their "normal needs to know about in order
with the douche powder. I want subordinate who never speaks
turbulen tracial situation here duties."
Jo3nson.
to prevent future trouble. Play. to ask you, Mrs. Hunt, are Nor- against the corporation?
was
last
week's welfare case
Certainly it's not so simple
About 125 attended the meet"They have a lob to do," he ned Parenthood also believes forms safe for me to use? I
ing sod voted to form the Mis- work stoppage against Negroes
that the yearly Pap test for also saw something called "Em- that putting a Negro in as top
4493 Summer Ave.
said,
"and
they
Ph 682-4927
should
do
it
until
"things
a
r
e
normal
cop can sure the ills of Harsissirpi Democratic Conference.
cancer is a necessity for a II ko." What's that? Please tell
with or without demonstralem, nor its precarious balance
The majority of the whites rep- again."
women. Many lives have been me which one is best.
1 2 Block on Right past Corondolet
However,
a
spokesman
for
resented the Mississippi Labor
on the edge of violence. But
tions."
saved by this important test.
Mrs. C. C.
Council, AFL-CIO; the Negroes, the Children and Family Servyou've met a tall, warm, proud
, ices department said t h e In addition, city officials A simple. painless pelvic ex- Dear Mrs. C. C.,
the NAACP.
man. You'd like to talk with
agency would continue to mail eyed the possibility of a city- amination and cancer test each You learned the "hard way" him some more. You're glad
checks and provide emergency wide curfew to curb racial year are a woman's best health that douching is not a good me- Ihe is bossman at precinct 28
thod of birth control. I would In Harlem
services at its downtown of- violence. That announcement safeguard. Don't put it off!
this summer.
also warn you against Norforms
fices, but would not send case follov ed a 24-hour moratorium Dear Mrs. Hunt.
married
as
a
were
Jimmy
and
I
contraceptive.
Norforms
workers into "tense" areas.
on demonstrations tl.at had
120is announcement came as been called after the slaying. two years ago and now I am are NOT a birth control - they
an aftermath to the jailing of "We have discussed seriously five months pregnant with our are only a deodorant suppositwo Negroes — one of them whether or not a curfew would first child. I'm excited about tory. Emko IS a contraceptive,
a civil rights worker — charg- be ordered in the city of Ameri- it and everything, but I'm also In the form of an aerosol foam.
ed with the murder of a white cus," Mayor T. Griffin Walker scared of having the baby. The It is a reliable method of birth
man.
said. "Thus far, we feel that closer I get to the ninth month, control when used properly, and
Speaking out against the things have not reached that the more I worry. What should it may be purchased in a drug
ALL FOR ONLY
store without a doctor's prewelfare curb order, the Rev, stage and we would regret I do'
Mrs. R. P. scription. However, we tell the
J. R. Campbell. leader of the having to make these imposCarl T Rowan, resigning Diwomen at Planned Parenthood
Sumter County civil rights titions on citizens."
Dear Mrs, R. P.,
A certain amount of fear is who want to use Emko to in- rector of the United States Information
sert
TWO applicators of t h e
Agency, will become
normal and to he expected. But
you shouldn't keep these fears foam just to be extra safe, al- a Washington columnist for the
Chicago
Daily
News and Pubto yourself. Talk them over with though the directions in the
lshers Newspaper Syndicate, acyour husband and with your package say to use just one.
The most effective methods cording to a joint announcedoctor. Your doctor will be able
RAMBLER AMERICAN 2-DOOR SEDAN
to rid you of most of your fears of birth control are the ones ment by Larry Fanning, Execu•Complete with VI•ather-Ey• Heating
•Turn Signals, Oil Filter
•Foam Cushirons, Arm R•st
and give you confidence if he which the doctor prescribes far tive Editor of the Daily News,
•Fuel Tank Filter
and Harold H. Anderson, Pres•Bumper Guards
•Air Cleaner
knows exactly what's bother- you the diaphragm, the pills,
ident and Executive Editor of
.• Crankcase Vent System
•Sell Adjustin g Brakes
or the new coll. If you want to
ing you about childbirth.
the syndicate, Rowan's appoint•Neater, Air Conditioning
•Left and Right Sun Visor
It might also help you a great be extra safe, make an appoint•Federal Tax and Delivery Charges Included
ideal to attend classes for cou- ment with your own doctor or
ples who are going to have their call Planned Parenthood to get
ALL FOR ONLY
first baby. Ask your doctor one of the most reliable methwhether these classes are being ods.
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"ATTENTION"
SOCIAL CLUB MEMBERS

Miss. Whites,
Negroes To
Support LBJ

Halt Welfare Case
Work In Americus

•

MEMPHIS UNIFORM CO., Inc.

LL
'BEAUATIFUL!
ALL NEW!

1965 RAMBLER

Rowan New
Columnist
For News.

$50 DOWN DELIVERS A NEW RAMBLER
./1111 itigN

—
Atop

$11

GENERAL
HOME SERVICE

$

RAMBLER 440 4-DOOR SEDAN
•Turn Signals
•Oil Filter •
•Fuel Tank Filter
•Air Cleaner
•Self Adjusting Brok•s
•Left and Right Sun Visor

•Foam Cushions, Arm Rest
•Bumper Guards
•Crankcase Vented System
• Nieciter
•F•deral Ton and Freight

FACTORY
AUTHOR!ZED
SERVICE

ALL FOR ONLY

2
085

RAMBLER AMERICAN 220 4-DOOR STATION WAGON
•Turn S.gnals
•Lilt and Right Sun Visor
•Oil Filter
•Crankcase Vented System
•Fuel Tank Filter
•Neater
•Air Cleaner
•Federal Tax and Freight
•Self Ad justing Broke*

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL SEPTEMBER 15, 1965

Floor Models Reduced
$100"
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN

SECURITY RAMBLER
4d15 UNION

JA 5-6397

4556 SUMMER
1264 GETWELL I Open Nib's 'Ti!
Phone FA 3-117112 BIG LOCATIONSIPhone MU 2-4611

JOIN
THE
STAG
LINE

• •
CARI, ROWAN
ment is effective September I.
In making the announcement
Fanning said, "Carl Rowan ill
one of America's finest Journalists and the Daily News is gratified to add his high talent to
our editorial product.
Rowan had a spectacular reportorial career on the Minneapolis Tribune and he has played a significant role in public
life during the past four years.
Hiscolumn will appear three
times a week and in addition
Rowan will contritude special
magazine length series three
or four times a year on subjects
of major importance and wide ler
spread interest."

•

•
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UN Action in Viet Nam Long Overdue
out that U Thant 's hamstrung only ourselves to thank. It will
This has been done successfully Korean War
In U Thane: favor, however, in working to solve the Vietnam- not be easy for the head of the
to help keep the peacn between
As President Johnson has
Israel and her Aral; neighbors his Burmese backgrourd, his ese war because Red China world organization to bring
elk:, the time is long past overpeace to a continent whose
and the cost is unquestonably simplicity Lad humanity, his
well recognize the UN's good largest nation is not recognized
due for UN action to resolve worts it if
war ca.- be averted. reputstion for hard, hard work,
ths V'etnamese war.
It ought to be axismatic to our and his skin color. Asians can ollees, it may be that we have by the UN.
A peace-making mission by trousded times to have UN pa- be expected to look more favorSee.-Gen. U Thant is delayed at trols ...pent:jug say, be.ween In- ably on "one o.! their OW-I," nat.our peril. The appearance of dia, et' Red China, Malaysia tieuia ly if he hails from a neuMIG fighter planes is one more and Indonesis, East and West tral country.
proof, if -uch is needed, of a Germany, and other potential
Initally, some diplomats berapidly escalating "brushfire" hot spots. As Britain's Prime lie ed that, since Red China and
we:. The world has no written Minister Harold Wilson has North_ Vietnam were not UN
agreement that this conflict will noted, there is no good reason members, U Thant would have
not degenerate into another all- Why the United States ought to his hands tied m arranging a
out Asian war, or even into bear the entire burden for pre- cense-fire. Now, however, the
thermonuclear Armageddon.
venting aggression singlehan- Inflammatory situation h a a
Dr. Phan Huy Quat, premier dedly.
objections.
these
melted
of South Vietnam, certainly is
For those who have been It would be useful, of course,
walled to his opinion that slaughtered in the Vietnamese if the Red Chinese did hold UN
"There is nothing to negotiate." war, a mission by U Thant will cards but their admission is not
But hh view runs contrary to come too late. It seldom hap- thought likely in the near futhose held by Pope Paul, the pens, howcver, that the great ture because of U.S. objections.
World Council of Churches, In- powers call for the UN fire enit ought to be remembered,
dia's Prime Minister Shastri, gines until the bonfire threat- here, however, that UN memBottlenose dolphin of the Pacific,
and the governments 0" Canada, ens to burn down the forest. bership does not imply approval
B item, France, Sovist Russia Even Smokey Bear would grasp of the policies of the governbows in a most graceful manner as
— and now our own Department the fundamental idiocy of this ments
UN
admitted. The
he greets members of the Surf Life
of State.
kind cf fire-fighting but it has abounds with scoundrels and
sizes,
and
Canada's Prime Minister Les- not yet permeated the heads of pariahs of all shapes
including the heads of state of
ter Pearson's common-sense many heeds of state.
From The Daily Defender's Washington Bureau
call for a UN peace-keeping
There is also some question countries like Yugoslavia, the
Poland,
Republic,
By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
Arab
United
force to seal the border between as to whether U Thant, if he
North and South Viet,am war- elects to give it a try, will meet Russia, "Singary, Portugal,
WASHINGTON — By a magnificrit irony, Dr.1
rants full consideration. Wheth- with the same success as his Seam, Ghana, Sinai Africa,
King, who has a big stake in voter regiser this plan, coming this late in prede?essor Dag Hammarskjold and Albania, to cite a few, AI Martin L.
the game and confronted by in resolving such conflicts. The lot of these characters ought tration made a decision to scuttle the poll tax ban
guerilla infiltration could be late Livi.edish statesman was a not be viewed in broad daylight making it possible for Sen. Everett Dirksen to shift
successful, i.; doubtful But it's master at personal diplomacy. on an empty stomach.
from himself for the loss of the ban on
But, for better or worse, they the blame
worth a try.
His consumate brilliance at the
Nor is it a bad idea for the diplomatic game was initially do control their countries and the civil rights leadership.
Approximately one out of eatNeither the White house nor Sen. Dirksen
UN to dispatch troops to patrol revealed when he got Red China the UN must deal with them
the troubled borders around the to release a score of kinerican until better men and governwanted the poll tax ban, much preferring a ery six Americana is affected
turns
world before shooting starts. fliers illegally held during the ments come along. If it
court test which Atty. Gen. Nicholas deB. by housing discrimination, the
• Katzenbach has promised to initiate immedi- August issue of Ebony magaately after the signing of the bill. It is likely zinc reports.
les,be a Virginia case which will ease Novem- Ebony says 27.5 million
Americans, including Negroes,
her elections.
King
Jews, Puerto Ricans Mexicans
Court
Supreme
the
While there is reasonable certainty that
Chinese, Japanese and Filipinos
will rule against the poll tax for state elections, the profes- are shunted out of "white only"
DARK
sionals In the civil rights movement know it is risky to count areas.
hatch.
they
before
decisions
In an issue devoted entirely
When the Senate voted "for or agin" the poll tax amend- to what the editors call "t h e
decision.
white problem in America," the
ment, the White House counted noses and won a close
The tragedy of the vote was that the poll tax amendment be- national Negro monthly notes
came a battle between the Kerinedy brothers and President that at present 18 states have
laws on the books prohibiting
Johnson.
bias in the sale of houses. In
Needless to say, the Kennedy brothers had to lose and
addition, similar open occupandid, but it was the first well-aimed thrust by the new liberal cy legislation is pending in
leadership. Even before the vote, which supplied the only Delaware,
Illinois,
Kansas,
excitement and drama to this year's bill Sen. "Ted" Kennedy Maryland, Nebraska, 0 h i o,
in
"throw
to
offered
he
rumored
is
it
and
Rhode
lose
would
liath
Island,
and
Washknew he
the towel" but Senate Majority leader Mike Mansfield (D. ington, Ebony says.
In a roundup on housing conMass) knew he had the votes for the administration.
ditions in America, Ebony reThe Senate disposal of the poll tax ban
ports that even so-called "libcaused great happiness from the conservative
erals" in the arena of civil
forces, but even Katzenbach knew the civil
rights draw the line when It
rightists could get support from the House of
comes to housing. Only about
Representatives. They did, anti the voting'
30 per cent of white Americans
rights bill went "into conference."
surveyed Indicated they would
have no objection to living next
The conferees came from the Senate and
door to a Negro family.
(Muse side of the bill; they were Rep. E. CelEbony also points out that
lers, (D. N.Y.) James Eastland (D. Miss.),
many Negroes have no desire
Dirksen, Thomas Dodd (D. Conn.), Ed Long
LBJ AND NEW AMBASSADOR
to live among whites. They
Dirksen
(D. Missouri), Roman Hruska (R. Neb.), Phil
post. Ambassador Harris is the first AmeriU. S. Ambassador to Luxembourg Patricia
simply want the freedom to
Hart (D. Mich.), Peter Rodino, Jr. (D. N.J.) and Harold Donocan Negro woman ambassador ever apRoberts Harris confers with President Johnlive wherever they choose.
pointed. (UPI Telephoto>
hue (D. Mass.).
son at the White House before assuming her
Many tNheegreoe
h s, says Ebony, if
It was Katzenbach who supplied the compromise wording
Tned,Wouldportehfeerr
toi linve with
which ultimately eliminated the poll tax ban which the House g
members had voted for; few of the members attended the: Negroes.
conference committee, but Dirksen always came to announce The magazine says racism is
his stand: "We'll stay in session until Christmas before I accept behind the flight of most whites
the poll tax ban."
to the suburbs in the post war
The NAACP fought against the compromise, that of eliminat- era. Ebony concludes: "If olding the poll tax ban but Katzenbach knew he could get Dr. er inlying cities continue to
King's statement accepting the compromise for one important become the only refuges of
minorities.
reason:
If the ban were kept, the bill would not be signed for another
three or four weeks, thus the 800 young people trained by the
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — took place on the sun swept principle
classes in Atlanta this summer
proud this morning to SCLC in special orientation
"I'm
a
were
there
and
lawn
south
President Johnson encouraged
Negroes in the South. The opening
number of cases of fainting be- salute you as fellow revolution- would not be able to register
young Americans to protest cause of the heat.
aries," he said. "Neither you of school would catch them.
The letter being waved by Rep. John Cramer, Republican
against the status quo but coun- No one was able to ask the nor I are willing to accept the
on President whether his remarks tyranny of poverty . . . or the of Fla., in the House this week was the King letter agreeing to
against treading
seled
others' rights in the process.
were inspired in any way by re- oppression of bias, prejudice the compromise which scuttled the poll tax ban because his
The President, speaking to cent events in Chicago. Mayor bigotry."
army would not have enough time to register Negroes.
more than 9,000 young people Daley has complained that de- "We must trust our system
No other leaders participated in the scuttle, though all of
on the White House lawn, urged monstrations outside his home, and we must respect it," he
them
are getting credit for the "quiet retreat."
them to keep targets of diacon- rather than at City Hall, are an continued, "But we must never
It is possible that the NAACP would have followed the
al" tent within the limits of the invasion of his right to person- he content with its performance. If you want to change it same decision, but a month's delay doesn't interfere with their
II rights of others and the respon- al privacy.
sibilities of leadership.
Mr. Johnson said he was not and improve on it, then I am schedule in the South.
Said one leader, "It is a pity that Dr. King isn't in WashThe young men and women as disturbed as some people proud of you — and welcome to
ington; then it is easier to know the subtleties."
are working in Washington this about restlessness among young the club."
While stressing responsibility,
summer as internees in govern- Americans because he shared
ment jobs. Most of them are youths' desire for change and he added:
college students. The meeting improvement as a basic U.S. "If you feel like protesting,
I hope you will, for I have been
protesting all my life — against
•
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IT'S POSSIBLE

How Do You Do, Gentle nen, How Do

Perhaps He Gave Up Too Much
On Poll Tax Issue, Critics Say

Ebony Hits

DARK EYES

that's who!
And wild cherry and orange
and grape and lemon and
mint,too.. each added to the
world's finest vodka. Just
pour over ice, add a mixer
it you wish, and enjoy.

EYES FRUIT FLAVORED VODKA
RROOF • PlIfRARID AND NOTTIAD SY
MAN SPRING DISTILLING CO., CILIMONT, Cr
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NEWSBOYS

Call or Come In Today.

PresidentJohnson Backs
ProtestMarches...But...

Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
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ENJQY THE SUMMER

Hearmg Set For Miss.
WEST POINT, Miss. — A
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hearing is scheduled today for

ptember 1.
uncement
Rowan is
journalws is graft talent to

Saving Association
Dolphin seems to be
fish today? — (UPI

Civil Rights Workers charged
with interfering with the arrest
of a Negro student during a
hand -clapping school boycott
demonstration.
Deputy sheriffs arrested 54
Negro high school students in
front of the nearby Beasley
High School. The civil rights
workers were picked up at the
courthouse as officers booked
the students.
obstructing
with
Charged
justice were white workers William James O'Conner, 22, of
Duluth, Miss.; Nina Wax, 20,
of Los Angeles, Calif.; and
William Randall, 20, of Stanford, Calif.; and Negro John
Luther Bell, 19, of West Point
The boycotting students were
jailed on charges of disturbing
the peace, but were later released to their parents. Then
cases were "retired to the
files" witn a warning that the)
would t e fully prosecuted d
they were ever arrested again.
Civil rights workers have
heen pushing the Beasley High
School ocycott in protest of
split sessions, conducted at several M.ssissippi Negro schools

The president was lighthearted in his approach to the large,
youthful audience.
"First, I'd better introduce
myself," he said at the start.
"I am the man who turns out
to permit students to help pick the lights around this house. In
fact, I'm the only father whose
cotton later.
She,iff Joe Strickland said the economy drive has the personstudents were arrested alter al permission and enthusiastic
demonstration "was near- support of his daughters' boying riot preportions" anu they friends."
ocean to &slush students who One daughter was present,
.were not participating in the Lynda, 21. Mrs. Johnson was
boycott. He said they had been there and the three of them
warned they would not be net:- moved around the crowd followmitted to come and go on schao; ing the President's remarks,
grounds at will.
shaking hands.

ORGAN MUSIC
Make your special program more meaningful.

Arrange for beautiful
Hammond Organ Music
Call 682-1653- Mr. Pfund

HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS
482 S. Perkins Ext.
Memphis, Tenn.
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promises you finest selection, top value Used Cars.
The price will make it easy. Terms too. See todayl
..$ 595
'58 OLDS
nice.
2-di'. hardtop. auto. trans, radio, heater,
'61 VALIANT

$ 695

V-200 station wagon, auto. trans., radio. neater.
$1795
'64 VALIANT
heater, w-w tires, all vinyl In.
. radio.
V-200, auto. trans
warranty..
sector, .1111 In factory
$ 895
'61 MERCURY .
2-dr. hardtop, auto trans., radio, heater, factory air, power
steering, power briber.
$ 895
'61 DODGE
Station wagon, V-1, auto. trans.. radio, heater.
$795
'61 DODGE
Phoenix 4-dr., V-A, automatic' trans., power steering, ww
Urea
$895
'61 FORD.
auto trans. radio, heater, fact. air,
Galasle. 4-dr. aedan,
power steering, power brakes.
$795
'59 CHEVROLET
Nomad atation wagon, V-8. auto, trans., radio, heater
$1095
'62 FORD
Talrlane, V-A. standard shift. radio and heater.
$1095
'62 DODGE
hardtop. power steering, eUto. trans , radio,
Lancer GT 2-dr
tires, 226 engine, use new.
heater.
$$$$
'65 DODGE
Coronet SOS. Demo, fully equipped including feet. ei- Dower
steering.
$1995
'64 FORD
Custom NO. 4-dr. sedan, V.I, auto.. truth., Wile, heater,
itir cond.

276-4418 •

"45 YEARS WITH DODGE"
1170 liflioh
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Genuine

Champale •.••or nothing!
"America's Original Sparkling Malt Liquor'
CHAMPALE is like nothing else you aver tasted —
except champagne! Sparkles a meal, a moment, or
a midnight snack. Buy it wherever beer is sold.

275-8141

Distributed by

Always insist on the one, the only, the original
CHAMPALE .."America's Largest Selling Sparkling
Malt Liquor.-•mo•ORTN.S WW1.. 0, N NC, Newt*.

A. S. 13ARBORO, INC. 119 St. Paul Ave. Jackson 7-6818
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DEFENDER

Short
To
U.S. Attemp
ts
'Snoopers
Circuit Gov t
JACK VANDENBERG Put others behind bars . .." sending a team of undercover•
WASHINGTON (UPI) — A The hearings began in Feb..' agents equipped with a conmember of a small group of
ruary with a demonstration of cealed microphone to gather:
men deftly picked the wee and
at a Kansas City, Mo. 7.
the men entered the darkened of a wide variety of electronic evidence
apartment of a government snoomog devices and now they supermarket about the illegal:
employee it. the nation s capital can be put to use. Long said sale of a milk substitute.
the government had purchased
After the defendant In the
one night in 1958.
If they had been caught by lrrge qua itities of such equip- case was acquitted, the judge
subcomthat
the
and
ment
police, they would have been
asked the Justice Department
even more embarrassed than mittee intended to show how to determine whether an FDA
being
it
employed.
was
most lawbreakers. They were
agent had perjured himself.
agents of the Internal Revenue The equipment included a Long said he was studying
Service (IRS) and one of them radio transmitter concealed in legislation "to help FDA accomwas Owen Burk Yung.
a martini olive and a device, plish that which they seem to
Yung, who taught wire-tap- which, attached to a telephone have no desire or intention to
ping and the use of electronic here, would allow a person in do tLeirselves." He was not
snooping devices in the Trea• Howell to bear ere: a tele- yet decided what form it will
sury Department's cchool for Phone line everything going on take.
agents, told the story during in the room.
testimony before a Senate Sub- The subcommittee then becommittee investigating ins'. ' gan investigating other forms
Mons of privacy by government of prying. For four days, Post
Office Department officials
agents.
The episode was a typical ex- were hailed to explain the use
of
mail covers and" peepholes."
ample of abuses of power that
Subcommittee chairman Ed- Mail cover is the name given
ward V. Long (D-Mo.), is try- to, the practice of taking down
ing to outlaw.
all the information on the out"The disclosures made dur- side of the envelope cf a docuNEW YORK — (UPI) —
ing this hearing are fully a ment being delivered to a spec- Three burly ex-cons, one •
sad commentary upon the ified person.
house detective in a lush hotel,
situation we find ourselves in As a result of the expose, were held as suspects in a
today," Long said in summing Postmaster General John A. blackmail racket using illicit
up the hearings.
Gronouski worked out new re- sex as bait to hook unwary
"Are we losing that stern ,gulations imposing tighter con- playboys and out-of-towners.
stuff of our founde-r which'trots over use of the mail cover. The alleged shakedown oparcreated the principle that all But prior to this Gronouski al- ation, believed to be centered
all men are innocent until pro- ready had ordered peepholes here, may have branch offices
ven guilty? It would seem so closed in the restrooms of the in Chicago and Washington, acwhen flagrant disregard for nation's post offices.
cording to police. Detectives esl action in violations of our During the hearings, Long timate the racket grossed as
criminal laws is the means to blistered FDA officials for much as $100,000.

Three Held
In New York
Sex Racket

•
'Thank You, Mr. Chairman, We'll Cherish These Honors
I

Winners of the annual Pepsi-Cola International Golf Tournament, held in Nassau, are pictured receiving their trouphies
from Jackie Robinson, honorary Tournament chairman. James
Paul (left), a New York City real estate broker, won the first

place championship flight by way of a "sudden death" playoff;
Exie Ochier, of Detroit, was the winner in the women's division;
Frank Jenkins, of Paterson, New Jersey was senior men's champion.

Churchgoers Seized
tionists arrived.
spokesman told them "this is The group knelt to pray. The ped: "shut up."
Men, women and children private property. You're not prayer was led by a large Ne- An officer told the group to
from the churches watched the welcome — today or any other gro who later began singing. leave and all did except the
Sunday."
One of the white ushers snap- eight who were arrested.
integration attempt.
Mayor T. Griffin Walker said
he had reports the Ku Klux
Klan held a parade, possibly
'through the Negro community,
and a rally later.
On Americus' main street
AMERICUS, Ga. — (UPI) — was parked a white station'
" At least 21 whites and Negroes wagon with the red letters!
, were arrested when they at- "KKK" on the paneling on each ,
side.
Mcnday morning but there was young Negro arrested h AmeriBy NICHOLAS C. CHRISS
tempted to integrate the First
The group which attempted AMERICUS, Ga. — (UPI) — apparent confusion in the regis- I cos last week on bad check
, Baptist a n d First Methodist o attend morning services
at AnPered by alleged deiaying ti ation process.
charges, said they would atchurches.
he First Baptist Church was tactics by voter registration of- Some Negroes said they had tempt to obtain Clarkc's release
The integrationists were con- headed by John Lewis, chair- ficials, 200 Negroes staged an been told to come back later from jail.
fronted at both churches by man of the Student Non-violent impromptu rally at the court- to complete the registration
Clarke was in charge of
ushers and deacons who block- Coordinating Committee (SN- house Monday where one of process. Others said they had demonstrations in Americus for
their leaders threatened "to net been told to return.
more than two weeks. He was
ed their path into the morn- CC).
County officials at first said arrested Saturday and jailed in
Henderson told Lewis firmly: tea'. this town down."
ing services.
"These
folks
white
do one Negroes could file their voter Savannah. He was accused on
"this is ...it an integrated
A group of 13, including six church. The federal govern- thing one day and something registration applications a n d a worthless check charge involvanother
else
day,"
shouted
Ne- the board of registrars would ing $60 and dating back to last
whites, was arrested at the ment don't have one five cent
First Baptist Church only a few Piece in it. This is the third gro leader Willie Bolden in a meet Tuesday to process them, Feoruary.
fiery speech outside the court- but officials announced later the
Sumter County Sheriff Fred D.
minutes after they confronted time you have disturbed our
deacon II. K. Henderson, the worship. Vol only came here ho.-se. "We're going to get the board would meet Monday to Chappell said five o the 22
right
to
vote.
applications.
We're
going
taking
to
berin
whites a n d Negroes arrested
to get publicity. Now get or I'm
Americus ..re chief.
tear this town down."
George Ellis, Jr., attorney for
At the First Methodist going to have you all arrest- The crowd cheered loudly the three-man board of regis- Sunday in church integration
attempts
in Americus 'aave been
Church three whites and two ed."when Bolden said "I'm convinc- trars, said that under the Geor- released.
An usher called the police
Negroes were arrested.
ed we need a federal registrar." gia election code registrants
Chappell said an official of the
All were charged with disturb- and the group was taken into
White officials, meanwhile, must return to have their appliFirst Methodist Church w h o
ing worship services o. tres- custody.
thought up a new reason for cations ..tecked by the regispassing.
Another group of 12 whiles taking a dim view of civil rights trars. The check includes veri- ordered the arrests, Phil Jones
About two dozen local police and Negroes, of whom eight activities. State Safety Director fying the name and age on the ha . decided he did not want to
and highway patrolmen were in eventually were arrested, walk- Lowell Conner said in Atlanta applications, he said, and the prosecute.
Others ar-ested at First Bapthe immediate vicinity of the ed to t hi e First Methodist that last weekend's Georgia applicants also must be sworn.
tist Church were still in jail.
two churches when the integra-Church nearby where a young highway death toll of 19 was atEllis said none of the registributaale in large part to the trars were on hand because
fact that 100 of his 460 state "the,,• are all busy people. They Versatile VIP
troopers were busy in Ameri- have businesses to take care of Julienne Marie,
who plays a
cus.
an they have regularly schedu- featured role in "Our Private
About a dozen state troopers led hours."
World," twice-weekly drama
wearing white helmets a n d
A sign on the board of regis- series on the CBS Television
ca:ryMg billy clubs were mov- trars office said the board would Network, and is in the cast of
ed into a cramped courthouse meet Tuesday.
the Broadway show "Do I
corridor where Negroes stood Accerding to latest Chamber Hear a Waltz?," also finds
ie a registration line. An of- of Commerce figures, Sumter time to keep two Siamese cats
ficer said they were there in County has a population o: 13,686 and an herb garden in her acase any fights broke out.
partment, design and make her
Negroes and 18,420 whites.
Large numbers of Negroes
At Savannah, Ga., attorneys own clothes and cook well
showed up at the courthouse for Benjamin Van Clarke, a enough to please a gourmet.

; Presence
At Services
, Is 'Disturbing

A mericus Negroes Rally;
Angry

What exhilarating
summer activity did
the 18th century
English enjoy
on the ice?
called it one of the
most refreshing ideas the
English have ever had. Mr.
Gordon just called it his
gin. Glorious, gleaming
Gordon's. Smooth as ice.
Dryassnow.Such an exhilarating pastime. The English have been devoted to
it' for 196 years. It's still
best-seller there. And here.
In fact, throughout the
thirstyworld. Let Gordon's
exhilarate you during summer's dog days. See for
yourself why the English
can brave the noonday sun.
Some
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Judges, Here's A Shoe For You
"Miss Belgium," who is Monique
Morer and here for the International beauty Pageant being held in
Long Beach, Calif., kicks off a shoe
in a way that may indicate she's

saying to the judges "here's something for you." On left is "Miss
Finland," Wsti Ostring another entry in the pagent. (UPI Photo)
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* Daily Double 1st and 2nd Races
* Quinelas Every Race
* Only 10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis

* Matinee Every Saturday 1:30 P.M.
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TAKE UP NOTES TODAY
64 CHEV., 2 Dr
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Elijah Holds
Big Rally
In Detroit •

DETROIT — (UPI) — Black
Muslim leader Elijah Muhammad will reveal his plan "for
solving the problem between
whites and blacks" at a giant
rally here Sunday.
Wilfred X, minister of the
> Detroit Islam Mosque no.
1,
said Muhammad would be joined by bus loads of followers
from Chicago, Washington,
Baltimore, St. Louis and Flint,
and would be accompanied here
by his crack karate trained
Fruit of Islam bodyguards.
For Muhammad. it will be a
sort of homecoming. The Black
Muslim movement was founded
in Detroit in 1930 by a Wallace
IFard.
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next door to his home, finally'
GREENVILLE, Ala.
(UPI) — Police used tear gas drove him to move out.
to break up a group of 25 racial "The Negroes were screamdemonstrators who refused to ing, clapping and cheering like
game," said
at a football
leave a street barricade.
Negroes responded with a Christian who added that a
shower of bricks and bottles bullet was tired at his house
and the sound of a shotgun was after he had vacated it.
heard in the background.
Col. Al Lingo, director of the
The melee lasted only a few Alabama highway patrol, testiminutes and there was only one fied that troopers sent to guard
[Injury. a policeman who suffer- the demonstrations in Greensed a hand cut when he held a boro should have been guardlive gas grenade too long before ing the highways instead.
tossing It.
One of Greensboro's top NeThe action came shortly after gro leader s, Mrs. Theresu
a federal judge at Selma said Burroughs, testified that a tear
he would make a prompt ruling gassing there July 26 followed
on a plea front Negroes for the first warning so quickly that
President Johnson bands one of the pens
ed the Emancipation Proclamation at the
Prade territory sales mannager, Balti- federal protection for a civil there was no time to get chilPLANNING FOR SALES — Regional sales
Capitol. In the center are Rep. Claude Pepused in the signing of the Voting Rights bill
in Greensboro.
march
rights
dren
of
out
way.
the
Randy
merchandising
remore;
Randall,
comStrickland
representatives of the J.
per (with glasses), D—Fla., and Rev. Ralph
to Rev. Martin Luther King at the Capitol.
Judge Daniel Thomas listened Arrested Wednesday for exmerChicago;
Johnson,
John
presentative,
pany of Memphis, manufacturer of Royal
Mr. Johnson signed the bill 104 years to the
D. Abernathy. partly obscured by Dr. King,
to testimony in the case of
chandising representative, Atlanta; Albert Greensboro, in which 450 were tortion was Edward Murphy, day that President Abraham Lincoln signCrown products, met recently in PhiladelKing's chief aid. (UPI Telephoto)
Cobb, territory manager, Baltimore; Mr. arrested after trying to march the alleged ringleader and a
phia to plan for fall and winter sales straRobinson, Mr. Lewis, notice M. Jefferies, down the city's main street last house detective for the New
tegy. Shown briefing complete regional
sales administrator, and Bill Marquiss week to protest voting regula- York Hilton Hotel. Also In pm
team on marketing plans are George
sales training manager, both of Memphis; tions and the destruction of two lice custody were John Aitken,
"BM" Robinson, general sales manager.
Marvin Denson, merchandising represen- of their churches by fire.
Memphis; and Jesse J. Lewis, public reW. C. St. Matthew A.M.E. Church,
Greensboro Mayor
tative, Pittsburgh; Kenneth Brown, terri- Christian Jr. testified that Nelotions consultant, Birmingham. Seated
picked for impersonating potory manager, New York, and Tom Fred, groes holding rights meetings at
around table, from left, are Bill Joy, terlicemen.
territory sales manager. Arkron, Ohio.
Si. Matthew A.M.E. Church,
ritory sales manager Chicago; Howard LaAccording to police, the operation called for one gang member to canvass the plush hotel
bars in search of a "mark."
DETROIT — (UPI) — Black the speaker's platform," he salt so the Negro could vote
The prospective client was Muslim leader Elijah Muham- The crowd filled less than half white men.
usually a man who seemed mad said Negroes "are being the seats at Detroit's vast Cobo "You have no right to crawl
Hall but more than made up on the earth," he said. "Vote
ready to switch from alcohol to swallowed up" by whites.
more intimate diversions. The "There are seven whites to for its size with enthusiams.
for you, not the whites."
extortionist then moved In, of- exery Negro, and that means "I have talked wigh God," Muhammad said he wanted all
BOGALUSA, La. — UPI) — Mg at city hall.
fered to provide suitable com- there are seven v.bite men run- Muhammad said, "and I am Negroes to fight for a free and
Civil rights leaders were ex- John Martzell of New Or- panion.
ning around trying to swallow happy to be here to reveal his separate nation supported by
pected to find out when negotia- ;leans, Bogalusa city attorney, Shortly thereafter, a woman, us up all the time," Muhammad plan for your salvation.
whites until Negroes can suptions will open with city offici- ,met with police chief Claxton or in the case of a homosexual, said.
"Don't look to the white man,port themselves.
als to try to solve the city's Knight and public safety com- a man, was
sent to the victim's "We must have a world free for love, it is not in their na- "We have worked for them for
racial problems.
missioner Arnold Spiers to plan room. Homosexuals are a fav- f the white people," he said. lure to love," he said.
400 years and they owe us someprotection
for demonstrators. orite target because of their The wispy apostle of black He told the shouting congrega- thing," he said.
planned
another
Negroes
Midsummer assessMents of the acceleration of school v •
longer
no
they
Negroes
march and more picketing of They must present their plan reluctance to call police.
supremacy told a shouting rally lion of
segregation in the approaching school year appear to forecast
department stores to keep up to U.S. Dist. Judge Herbert In the victim's room, the par- of about 3,500 that the Negro is had to be "ashamed to be who
a record period.
the pressure.
W. Christenberry in New Or- y girl or boy stole one of his "still too deaf and dumb and you are."
Of course, any impending gains need not be great in order Attorneys for the Bogalusa leans.
personal effects, such as a wal- blind . . and he still wants to "You are not a Negro, you're
not the worst creature on this ROME, N. Y., (UPI) —
to indicate progress because during the past school year only Civic and Voters League and
If Spiers and Knight fall to let. The blackmailers waited be a slave."
city officials met to work out present a plan to safeguard outside.
hfuhammad's talk was billed earth, you are the best," he said. Sheriff's deputies stopped Wil66,135 or 2.25 per cent of the Deep South's 2.9 million Negro
plans for a meeting on the ra- marchers, they could be sub- After the girl left, the extor- as "solving the problem be- Muhammad said the foremost liam Owens, 76, of Rome for
students attended integrated schools. This figure was up from cial crisis.
problem in the world today is having no inspection sticker on
ject to $100-a-day fines and a tionists forced themselves into tween whites and blacks."
34,105 or 1.17 per cent in 1963-64. Moreover even if the six
Negroes last month asked the possible jail sentence until they the victim's room, claiming to Surrounded by his karate- he problem of the "slave and his 18-year-old automobile.
They discovered Owens' drivbe detectives. They brandished trained "Fruit of Islam" body- the slavemaster."
border states and the District of Columbia are included, the city to meet but municipal of- do.
guards, Muhammad announced Muhammad said the civil ers license expired in 1949. He
that
affirmed
object,
ficials
stolen
they
said
too
were
he
busy
The
town
380,000.
only
to
police
amotnits
count
officials
current
were
registering the
to comply with a feder- found guilty by Christenberry of they got it from a known prosti- that he himself was the key to rights movement and civil rights said 1.e has been
With the impact of Title IV of the 1964 Civil Rights Act trying
laws are of no help to Negroes, car every year but didn't thins
al court order to safeguard civ- civil contempt of his July 10 tute and accused the victim of salvation.
which authorizes the cut off of Federal Aid Funds wherever il rights demonstrators.
"The solution is right here on lie said the laws were changed he needed to renew the license,:
injunction requiring the protec- performing an illicit act.
racial discrimination remains, some acceleration of school
Negroes staged two simulta- tion of civil rights demonstraintegration is inevitable. The greater question however is, neous marches, starting at op- tors from assault, harassment
posite ends of town and meet. and intimidation.
how much will the pace of,desegregation be quickened.
There are several ifs' before the answer can be known.
If the U.S. Office of Education which is in the midst of
reorganization and feels badly understaffed, can analyze and
okay hundreds of school desegregation plans in the next two
months.

Oscar L. Spicer, Jr., an Spicer's ambition is to beeleventh grade student at Car- come a football coach. His hobver High School returned re- bies are reading and camping.
cently from a Philmont Ranch He is a member of the Montrip in Cimmeron, New Mexi- umental Baptist Church, pasco.
bred by Rev. S. B. Kyles.
The Philmont trip, sponsored by the Chickasaw Council
If segregation-sympathizing school officials, who have of Boy Scouts of America, Was
promised compliance in order to keep Federal aid funds flow- integrated for the first time this
year. Thirty-seven youths ating, submit acceptable desegregation plans and administer
tended.
them fairly.
Philmont Ranch, which is
If large numbers of Negro pupils are ambitious enough the largest camp for acouts,
to transfer to white schools in the face of possible physical provided Spicer and other
scouts an opportunity for exthreats, job loss and the like.
tensive camping and long-term
If Federal officials preoccupied with processing desegrehiking.
gation plans can also avoke endorsement machinery by fall Spicer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
to uncover and correct any evasion by Southern school authori- J. D. Sias, 257 W. Waldorf, has
ties.
been with scouting for eight
yi ars. II e started as a cub
Make no mistake about it the grea(est-dettessfe atin moti scout at the Riverview Elevalor is the threat of the withholdini funds unde the law. mentary School and 'is now the
Also the new law provided for additional aid to pubic schools. assistant junior scoutmaster of
On July 1, of this year $534 million became a liable for troop 168, Oak Grove Baptist
Southern schools. This almost doubles the Federa Aid these Church.
The young scout is -fond of
schools received last year under such programs . vocational
is quartereducation, defense education aid and the "Impacted areas" outdoor sports, and
back on the Carver Cobra s
program of special help to school districts with large concenfootball team.
tration of Government employees.

If Southern political pressure and stalling by school districts in hard core areas, such as Mississippi and Louisiana,
do not undermine 'the Johnson's Administration's desegregation determination; its current demands call for a speedy
start (at least four grades) this fall and full desegregation by
the fall of 1967,

However, this brings to mind the long time contention of
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell to withhold Federal funds
from the schools and other Government agencies refusing to
desegregate. Many times Congressman Powell was labeled a
radical for advocating this, but technically the same weapon
is being used now plus additional monetary bait, to good effect.

Boy Scouts Help Clean
Up Foote Homes Area
F'Ont. 1015 Sedan do Vole,

neighborhood.
In response to Commissioner
Ishmael's request, merchants
in the area agreed to purchase
new garbage cans and build a
fence around the garbage area
to shield it from the street and
the adjacent neighbors.
Cub scouts and boy scouts of
troop 140 and 141 agreed to
clear the weeds and debris
from the area and paint the
fence.
Charles Gregory, scout executive, Orenza Hawkins, assistant scoutmaster, and den mothers, Mrs. Mary A. McDonald,
There is a ray of hope in the fact that thus far merely
and Mrs. Mable Webber led the
under the threat of cutting off funds the U.S. Office of Educascouts in their project.
tion has not encountered a single school district which Under
Commissioner Ishmael, pleasthe law, chooses to seek a formal hearing. Maybe the mere
ed with the results, stated,
threat of cut off is sufficient. Let us hope so.
Pre-Events for the Annual "One of the ugly spots in our
The bigger problem lies in "freedom of choice." The courts Youth Day will begin August community has been eliminated
and we've had fun doing it."
have endorsed the idea as an acceptable method of desegrega- 13, at the New Bethel Baptist
The project was undertaken
tion but for this to work equitably, particularly in the deep Church at 7:30 P.M., with a in response to the City Beautipageant entitled, 'Church CripSouth and rural hinterlands, free choice will require vigorous
ful Commission's emphasis on
ple and His Crutch."
determination on the part of Negro parents to have their Sunday August 15, a panel July as "garden area beautiful
children desegregated in school.
discussion will be held and the month." A contest is being conTo deter segregation as usual, under "free choice" the theme is "Youth and Religion ducted to judge those in each
Office of Education is insisting on stringent standards for the and Its Educational Process." area who have the cleanest and
mechanics for students transfer; Bussing arrangements must Panelist will be, Mrs. Maxine most attractive garbage area.
The judges in the contest will
be desegregated; parents must be given adequate notice by Arnold, Mrs. Letha Smith, Mrs.
be crew chiefs in the sanitation
newspaper publications and letters; and pupil's choice of school Thelma Crivens, Mrs. Barbara
Cummings and Miss Barbara department who pick up garmust be unfettered, without regard for academic ability, psyParker. Narrator will be Mrs. bage twice a week. Inspections
chological tests or any other stratagems; if overcrowding oc- Anna Bell Bradswell.
are also being made of those
curs, students living nearest to the school must he given pri- Miss Shirley Heck is program with unsanitary conditions and
The big tuk is for Negro parents and pupils not to be chairman and Mrs. Arnetta persons responsible are being
warned to correct the conditimid nor hesitate but to adamantly insist on having their Mitchell, co-chairman.
tions.
Rev. G. G. Brown, pastor.
children desegregated.

One thing for Negroes in particular to be wary of is the Boy scouts, cub scouts, a garmerchants, and the
some-called "freedom of choice" plan, which lets students den club,
Commission
Beautiful
City
transfer to another school in districts as long as overcrwding
joined hands recently to beautidoes not ensue. This system certainly should be watched close- fy unsightly garbage areas in
ly because it will be very easy for bigoted school officials to the Foote Homes community.
justify "overcrowding". The real fly in the ointment is that Mrs. Calverta Ishmael, City
too much of the burden is borne by the individual pupil.
Beautiful Commissioner, started the project by enlisting her
Another possible problem lies in the fact that Title IV of
Foote and Clayhorn Homes
the Civil Rights Act in itself does not establish a firm dead- Garden Club to fight encroachencourages
dictate
it
Rather
funds.
Federal
of
off
cut
for
line
ing blight and ugliness in the
at voluntary compliance. Moreover, the cut off procedure
provided by the law is cumbersome and protracted, and required public hearings and advances notification of Congress.
Black
Muhaman "for
tween
a giant
of the
no. 1,
be joinBowers
hington,
• Flint,
ed here
trained
rds.
ill be a
• Black
founded
allace

Bethel Baptist
Makes Plans For
Annual Youth Day
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If you have considered moving up to Cadillac, this summer is the perfect
time to act.VV-hether you travel across town or across America,nothing can
equal a new or used Cadillac for luxury, comfort, value and performance.
Many wonderful pleasures go with you wherever you go
in a Cadillac. You enjoy Cadillac's unique performance
—silken, quiet, instantly responsive—with its big V-8
engine and Turbo Hydra-Matic transmission. You get
comfort that only Cadillac owners can fully appreciate.
And,of course, there's the luxury and graciousness that
only Cadillac can provide. On the practical side, there's

the satisfaction of knowing that Cadillac operating costs

are the envy of many less distinguished cars—and that
Cadillac holds its value better than any other car built in
the land. Whether you select anew 1965 Cadillac or one
that has seen previous service, you know you travel with
the finest. For a new or used Cadillac, see your nearest
authorized Cadillac dealer. His reputation for customer
attention and his quality servicewill make you both proud
and happy as the owner of the Standard of the World.

SEE YOUR AUTHORIZED CADILLAC DEALER'S FINE SELECTION OF NEW AND USED CADILLACS

SATURDAY, AUGUST 14, 19611
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Capone, Jr. Charged In $3.50 Theft

Biology Teachers At
Summer Institute

MIAMI - (UPI) - Albert radio battery.
1County (Miami) shoplifting de.(Sonny) Capone , 45, son of The items were valued at tail arrested Capone at a superganglord Al Capone, was charg- $3.50.
section
ed here with stealing two bot- Detectives R. T. Biggs and market in the northeast
tles of asprin and a transistor Fred Roberts of the Dade of this city.

By EDGAR T. STUART
INDIANA: Arlington, IndianaTeachers representing nine polis.
VIRGINIA: Douglass, Leesstates and 26 high schools are
burg.
attending a summer institute in
biology at Jackson State college ILLINOIS. Limestone Community, Bartonville.
in Jackson, Miss.
FLORIDA: Lincoln Memorial
The states, cities and schools Palmetto.
represented are:
ARKANSAS:
Washington,
MISSISSIPPI: Oak
Grove, Eldorado.
Lucedale; Rose Scott, Madison; The objectives of the institute
Jim Hill, Jackson; Parish, Ha- are:
zlehurst; Gentry, Indianola; 1. To present some of the
New Hymn Attendance Center; significant concepts, principles,
Pinola; Carver Pascagoula; and fundamental processes of
John S. Jefferson, Columia; modern biology;
Mclaurin, Florence, Reuben, 2. To acquaint the participants
Bolton; Eva Gordon Attendance with some of the current probCenter, Magnolia, Burgland, lems in biology through periodiMcComb; Sumner Hill, Clinton; cal literature.
Carver, Raymond, and Richton 3. To develop proficiency in
some of the skills and techniat Richton.
ALABAMA! Carver, Besse- ques that can be utilized in
mer; W. H. Council, Huntsville; teaching biology.
Lakeside,
Decatur;
Wilcox 4. To acquaint the participCounty Training Miller's Ferry; ants with the nature of the Yellow version of B.S.C.S. (BiologiEast Hikhland, Sylacauga.
cal Sciences Curriculum StudTENNESSEE; Melrose, ies) materials.
Memphis.
Dr. Wilbert Greenfield
is
KANSAS: Mayberry, Witchita. director of the Institute.

NEWSBOYS

NOTICE

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS

Vol.

Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.

YOUR NAME
Address

Mother's name
Number of papers waaleti

Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

Classified AdS
For Sale Misc.

HOME FOR SALE

RARGAINS
1341.1:
St loeeph Church, 135 St Paul Lakeview Hardens
Silverware .10. Dishes. Beds. Curtain..
ileBUtIfIli three Indicant Mick. Living
Good G. Stove $25. Tattles $4. Chair.
dining
room
fireand
combination,
75, Good Heaters. All Cheap. !duet
Alice, one and a half bath, eat to
go Thursday 9.1O to 5.00.
kitchen, all electric. Large closets,
caiport. YHA appraisal, Ut or
FHA loan. Call Mr. George C. Will.
gam - 3111-6173 or 327-2u/6 'antral air-conditioned and heating,
Southland Realty (MA
FOR RENT
Newly 1-4C0f,tad A partment.
HMI South Bellevue
Across from future branch of Union
Planter
Separate
Bank.
sot,InCe.
double tarpon, floor furenes heat. NO
Children.
$50 Month
Call 1171.1/78

HouniE rya

Headstart Abolished In La.;
Defy Federal Orders

Apts. For Rent

• 0 •

4

Houses For Sale
Cl DREAM

For growing family: 1593 Wever:y. 8 rooms, forced-air heat,
garage. An ideal home. Cl
notes $68. Call Bll Lawler, 2755034. Kellt)r Hayes Realty Co.,
812 S. Highland. 452-3119.

The shop has the latest in barbering equipIN NEW SHOP - C. B. Hardy, left, and
ment and off-street parking is available
Roosevelt Ratcliff are seen in their new
BATON ROUGE, La.-(UP1)1 The parish's $615,000 head•
barber shop at 546 E. Trigg Ave., where
along with space in front of shop. Mr.
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
-The East Baton Rouge Parish start project was the nation's
DARLING HOUSE
Hardy and Mr. Ratcliff are master barthey recently moved after operating for
IF YOU ARE LOOKING
(county) school board has abol- third largest in terms of chil• 3 BEDROOMS •
bers-tops in their field. (MLR Photo)
more than 20 years at 164 S. Fourth St.,
ished the local operation head- dren participating, 2,800. It was
FOR A LOVELY HOME
• DEN •
start project rather than follow the only one in the nation takand here they stand behind new chairs.
SEE THESE IN LONG Modern. Est in kitchen. Plus
federal orders to integrate ing in a political subdivision as
VIEW HTS. NEAR car port. $450 down; includes
teaching staffs.
large as a county.
cost. Approximation,
The project, part of President
SCHOOLS AND BUS closing
SALE
FOR
HOME
$72 month note.
Johnson's War On Poverty, was
LINES.
• Shown By Appointment •
aimed at bringing children from
ZiaNGVIEVI HEIGHTS
"all Mrs. Barber Martenn,
ANOTHER
N
E
AV
LISTpoor families up to an achieve831 Alice, 2 B. R. Brick, large
388 6818. Mrs Lealo Hendon
ment par with those from fam122 Jefferson
gar., tile bath, sep. living and ING
(broker), 1529 Madison Ave.
ilies with better incomes.
crpt.,
wall
rms.,
wall
dining
to
702 EAST DAVANT - 6 ROOM
Hrs. 9:30 - 5:30
The project geared for chilfloor furnace heat. $9,850 with
brick. Large rooms, fireplace,
BARGAINS
dren entering the first grade in
Seen
payment.
down
FHA
low
stem heat, basement, tiled
identified as the lookout in the Eichhorst died, according to
the Fall, was supposed to last The two suspects in the slayNome Brand New and Used
only.
appointment
946-5361.
by
kitchen,
ventahood, garbage
policeman armed robbery of a clothing witnesses, as he was disarming
eight weeks. The action leaves ing of a Chicago
disposal, carport and garage Shoes & Clothing
robbery store at 3223 Roosevelt Rd. and searching one of the robsupermarket
a
during
the programs two weeks shy of
workshop selling for FHA app.
FOR SALE
two men July 30.
For The Entire Family
bers. A second robber walked
completion in East Baton Rouge may have been the
motorist to drive The robbery victims identi- Lp behind the patrolman and 1965 Model Singer - Zig-Zag $11,275.00 GI $1,000 down or
forced
a
who
Parish.
Oversized Dresses
overcast, appliques,
edge $275.00.
to Flint, Mich., tied a photograph of Black shot him in the head.
The school board voted 9-1 to them from Gary
stitches, monograms, makes
Made To Order
murder.
as that of the man seen pacing
TERMITES-ROACHES
after
the
day
the
authorize
superintendent
of
button holes, sews on buttons. PRICE REDUCED - A GOOD
WATER BUGS-RATS
- Reasonable schools Robert Aertker to with- This new lead was under up and down outside the store
buy. 3 br. fieldstone-18 kitchAssume
balance
of
$70.00
or
pay
Licensed and Bonded
draw use of local classrooms Investigation Monday as t h e before a second man entered it
en newly decorated - new floor
Payments
of
7
$10.00
CALL. US BEFORE YOU ARIf
from the program if federal or- two prime suspects remained and robbed them.
covering. Owner will pay $300
To see in your home call
Ei411ARRASSED
ders to integate faculties were at large four days after Police Police front five states and
of buyer's closing.
323-2251
Sgt. Charles Eichhorst w as F.B.I. agents stepped up their
in the offing.
LL
TO LIVE"
Mr. C. HUGHES
CAN YOU USE
The federal office of econom- shot when he interrupted the search for the Black brothers
CUSTOM BUILT BRICK HOME
CALL
Reggie
ic opportunity in Washington robbery at 2540 Lawrence Ave. as Eichhorst was buried in
3
bedrooms,
11-2 baths, comHOUSE FOR SALE
MORE
pletely redecorated throughout,
warned that the project's segre- Sought for investigation a:Le Ridgewood Cemetery, Des ll'rding, towering 7-foot center
1957 DELMAR
gated faculty was a violation two brothers, Holice Black, 21, Plaines, amid rites attended by for the Detroit Pistons of the Two bedrooms, living room and central heat, 2 air conds. You'll
FOR FREE ESTIMATES 411
love this - call to see.
of the Civil Rights Act and that and Richard Black, 20 both of 150 persons.
National Basketball Association, dining room combination.
federal funds would be with- 1223 S. Troy.
His widow, Jean, 37, retained was arrested on charges of
PH. PA 7-6033
$250 DOWN, F.H.A.
CONVENIENT
A LOVELY FIELDSTONE
drawn from the program if the Tips to police indicate the her composure throughout fun-,
LOCATIONS
$1 GI., PLUS CLOSING
punching a policeman.
home with 20 x 30 garage with
situation were not corrected. Black brothers fled to Gary eral services in First Congre,eaRt !WKS liSt Y00
Mr. James Jones, GL 2-5273
BARBEE IMPORTED WIGS
.'olice Lt. Paul Sheridan said
Cat PRIFFSINTIAl
Aertker told the board any after the killing and may then gational church, Forest Glen.
MID TOWN REALTY, 452-3146 bath, laundry room and large 100 per cent human hair. Ma.
SIRY1Cf"
workshop. Buy low-priced chine made, $40. Hand made,
change in the faculty at this have escaped a tight police But wept as the American Harding punched patrolman
4 BR. - 2 B. HOME OR DU- equity.
time would cause "confusion dragnet as they made their flag which had covered her James Coffin in the nose when
$90. Delivery in three weeks.
Coffin stopped him for a traf- plex, 3 and 1. Beautiful condiand undermine the educational,way to Flint.
husband's casket was presentHudson Barbee Import-Export„
fic. violation. The blow knocked tion inside. At GI, notes are NICE CORNER NEAR
processes."
Holice Black also has been ed to her.
Coffin to the ground, Sheridan $78.02. Will trade for smaller schools. Brk., 3 bedrooms, 5108 Horn Lake Rd., 398-1068
home in same neighborhood. den, eat-in kitchen,
said.
central heat BARBEE LAKE - Fish all day
S.E. Memphis. Call Elizabeth and carport.
$.50; horseback riding 1,1 hr. $1.;
Northcutt, 276-3874, Kelhorseback riding in the ring fog
ler Hayes Realty Co., 812
children $.10; miniature golf, 18
THESE HOMES SHOWN
South Highland, 452-3119.
$.25; picnic grounds with
record
music for schools,
BY APPOINTMENT.
ATTENTION FOR SALE
churches, clubs, businesses
TO SEE CALL
Desirable Location, Resident
$10. Bring the family & enjoy
F. L. SNELLINGS
Zoned Commercial 745 Porter
a day of recreation. 5108 Horn
386-3738
St.
Lake Rd., 398-1068 lludson &
526-7091
Call Montgomery
LUCII,LE SERE REALTY CO. Hilda Barbee, Managers.
1247 N. Evergreen
274-5809 Mayberry Book Shop, 359 Beale.
Member
IIistories, English, and Fiction
Amer. Real Estate Ass'n.
25 cents and 50 cents
PRINTERS WANTED
HOME FOR SALE
INTERIOR
DECORATING &
(Male and Female)
3-BEDROOM BRICK, NEWLY
exterior designing, remodelLinotype
operators,
proof- DECORATED, PULL - ing, all types of
construction
readers and floormen. Only ex- DOWN ATTIC STAIRS, GA- work.
Sink tops, rubber and
perienced personnel should ap- RAGE AND LARGE FENCED plastic.
Vinyl floors, kitchen
ply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-o YARD. ONLY $11,800, F.H.A. cabinets
custom made at very
Chicago Defender, 2400
S. SEE AT ANY TIME. 275-8474. low
prices. We build additions,
Michigan Ave., Chicago C0616,
1009 ROMANA
AN Oen #isereafeeil
rooms, paneling, roofing, conIllinois.
2 Door, Radio, Hcate
FOR SALE
12 Pill LURES aid
crete and brick work. No jobs
ONLY
FIREWOOD, SYCAMORE IN too large or small. Free esti12 PRIV OH Clamps
24" LENGTH 1009 ROMANA, mates. Memphis Construction
275-8474
Co., BR 5-6129, office 274-6568.
2 Door Hardtop, V-8, Power Glide,
Radio, Hearer, Beautiful, Red & White
ONLY $195

Police Killer Hunt
Spreads To Michigan

The Thrift Shop
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Special Services

PEST

EXTERMINATING CO:

Arrest Harding
For Cop Beating
DETRcyr_(Um)_

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
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USED CAR SPECIALS
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH

wl
1.1

740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664

de
At
Cl
N.
Sal
Pa

1960 ford Fairlane 500

an
t ht
tw

SOUTH

'60 Cher. $1095
I.A. ad, Fact sir, fell
'weer, lee mileage. Like

1963 Chevrolet Biscayne
Door, 6 Cylinder, Straight Drive,
Factory Air, Gas Saver

I

at

1960 Chevrolet Impala
Sport Coupe Convertible, V-8,
Power Glide, Radio, Heater

1958 Chevrolet
2 Door Hardtop, Radio, Heater,
43,000 On• Owner Miles; Like New

1955 Chevrolet
2 Door, 6 Cylinder, Standard Tron smi s si on, Radio,
Heater, W.W. Tires, Sound As A Dollac

1963 V.W. Karmann Ghia
.1 Speed, Good Tires, Beautiful

1964 Chevrolet Impala
2 Door Hardtop, Factory Air•Conditioned,
Red & White Interior

1956 Chevrolet

4 Door, 6 Cylinder, Automatic Transmission, Radio & Heater,
W.W. Tires, Good, Sound Transportation, Only

1960 Dodge Pioneer
V Pass. Wagon, V-8, Automatic, Fully Equipped,
This Coe is Perfect Only

Help Wanted

IN THE

$495

1959 Chevrolet Impala

BEST
CARS

ONLY S 1495

1O9
s695
ONLY $495
1495
ONLY s2295
ONLY $395
$695
O N LY $

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

•

WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMAN
WAITING TO SERVEy0
U!!
CALL OR ,COME BY TODAY
thAA,AAAAAAAA/AVAAAA/A\AAL AL As cA rAAAs cAAWAAAA4VV's\As At AAA

'63 Pont $1995
Caned. F•rt. Sir Rad
fall proper. Iiseded with ',hal. Reel sharp.

'64 Cher. $2495
Impala 4-dr H 7 Pail

Sc, Fact. air. Share

'61 Cad. $1995
a".

'61 Buick $1495
elect 4-afr M T Sewer 5 air.
Ilerk/whift. Cleanest is
teem.

'63 Buick $2295
aeleer H •r al 1•a. Peat,
efiwriag, power brakei
•0 feared

aid

'64 Buick $2991
ad, tea , lad sit
and full sewer, Erfra Aare.

'59 Cher. $995
Impale Ceev• raid red,
5.1, •uts. Double barreled

'60 Pont $1295
gees adr H Full prey,
Mired is te.s.

Opee NINA 411 9 p.me.
739 UNION 6254171

BLUFF

TO
BUICK
Mealy

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Salesmen
and'
saleswoman
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent cortract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
PACT TIME MAID
Call After 5:30 P.M.
AM, 275 9676
SPARS T1Mfg EARNINGS SEWING
T() BOX 1041.
OR TYPING.
WitifitoN SA1.1.31. 24 C. ILMCIA/SIC
ISTAMPICD SELF-A11111(11R9bill SNVLLOpS OR lOy COIN FUR REPLY

Light assembly work to do at
home. Crestline Co. 68 421 Com-i
mercial. Cathedral City Calif.

Furn. For Sale
FREE
New Type Hamburger Press
$5.00 VALUE
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY
APPLIANCE OR FURNITURE.
275-0435
Day or nite.
WILBUR TAYLOR
1616 So. Parkway E.

Buy U.S.

The Home Of Your Choice i.,
Lakeview Gardens On
McFardland NOW Available
31 Lots

To build in $9,000 to $12,000 price range. Pick your
lot now. Salesman on grounds 12 noon 'til dark. Drive
out and see.
PEACE REALTY CO.
4787 Horn Lake Rd. 398-7956
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